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Arena Verlag

*A thrilling novel of tender love between two teenagers, who defy
exceptional circumstances in their fight for love and for freedom.*

She’s seventeen years old. She has no idea what the internet or Facebook are. She’
s never seen high-rise buildings or cars. Liberty Bell grew up in the woods, far 
away from civilization. And Ernesto is the first boy she has ever laid eyes on. 

A group of teenage boys from Oregon, U.S.A, comes across Liberty Bell in the 
woods- a naked girl who hardly speaks and seems to live alone there. One of the 
boys, Ernesto, is fascinated by Liberty Bell and tries to find out more about her. 
But he doesn’t manage to stop one of his friends taking his cousin with a camera to 
film her, hoping to sell the video to the media. Liberty Bell reacts badly, stabbing 
the cousin, and it’s not long before police and ambulances arrive, dragging the 
terrified girl back to human civilization. 

When Ernesto manages to see Liberty Bell in the hospital she’s being force-fed, 
tranquilised and is strapped the bed. Ernesto decides to rescue her, and as the two 
fall in love the world around them becomes ever more complicated, as the mystery 
surrounding where Liberty Bell comes from claims two lives and the troubles in 
Ernesto’s own family escalate alarmingly…

From the German publisher Arena Verlag comes an astonishing new novel.  
Translation sample and full synopsis are available.

Liberty Bell 
by Johanna Rosen, proprietor Arena Verlag 
375 pages

Ages 12+

Johanna Rosen

Johanna Rosen is the pen name of a renowned German writer 
who was born in 1969 and has very successfully published 
books since 1993, several of which have been translated into 
other languages. With LIBERTY BELL she has switched genres, 
writing for teens and young adults for the first time. The author 
lives in reclusion near Frankfurt am Main with her family.

Arena Verlag



Egmont USA

*Tense psychological thriller that will have you on the edge of your seat *

Two years ago Callie was found in an abandoned apartment, scrawling words 
on the wall: "I KILLED HIM. His blood is on my hands. His heart is in my 
soul. I KILLED HIM". But she remembers nothing of that night or of the three 
days previos to it.  All she knows is that her father, the reverend at the Church 
of the Holy Promise, is missing - as is Hannah, a young girl from the parish.  

Several years later, the police have no new leads and Callie is trying to move on 
with her life.  She’s living with a foster family, and has become close to her new 
foster sister, Lindsey. But try as she might, she can’t escape the half-remembered 
memories, fragments of a night, of a horror, of a crimson door and a missing child.  
When Lindsey has a crush on a boy, John Fogel, Callie agrees to help her win him 
over. But she doesn’t count on the powerful attraction between them – or on the 
fact that he holds unexplained information about her past. 

As Callie gets deeper into the mystery, her world begins to lose its moorings.  Is 
she becoming insane, like her mother, who’s confined to an asylum?   Or does she 
really have all the pieces to know the full truth of what happened that night – and 
to find Hannah before it’s too late?

Oblivion
by Sasha Dawn, proprietor Egmont USA 
US publisher Egmont USA
First publication: Fall 2014

400 pages

Ages 12+

Sasha Dawn

Sasha is currently teaching college composition (and Zumba and 
dance) to America's youth. She has a BA in history, an MA in 
Creative Writing, and she has a crush on Thomas Jefferson 
(which doesn't necessarily mean much to the layperson, but it 
explains her commitment to a prolific lifestyle). She lives in a 
suburb of Chicago.

Egmont USA



* 'This is a snap-of-the-whip story, dark and fast.  Bottom line: the cocktail
of suspense adds up to an addictive dose of reader appeal.' - Blythe 
Woolston, author of the William C. Morris Award winner THE FREAK 
OBSERVER *

Sixteen-year-old Sarah knows the doctors at this top-secret hospital aren't telling 
her the truth about who she was before delicate brain surgeries rendered her a 
'tabula rasa', a blank slate.  The hit squad that bursts into the hospital intent on 
killing her only proves that she's been lied to.  Now she's got seventy-two hours to 
find the pills that can reverse her brain damage before it becomes permanent… or 
die trying.

As Sarah flees for her life, she encounters Thomas, a darkly charming hacker who 
uncovers the truth about her identity with just a few clicks.  Sarah is really Angel, 
a daredevil protestor against upper class corruption who has a cult following and 
powerful opponents.  And if she wants to reverse her memory loss and reclaim her 
identity, Angel must break back into the hospital to find the pills that can cure her.  

As Angel and Thomas race against time and the hit squad out to kill her, and 
electric charge builds between them.  But the truth about the 'tabula rasa' projects 
threatens to tear them apart - if they can make it out of the hospital alive…

Tabula Rasa
by Kristin Lippert-Martin, proprietor Egmont USA
US publisher Egmont USA
First publication: Fall 2014

Ages 12+

Kristin Lippert-Martin

Kristin is a mom of four, a practicing geek, a holder of many 
opinions. She earned her MFA from Columbia University. Her 
debut YA thriller, TABULA RASA (EgmontUSA), Fall 2014, is 
about a girl whose memory is forcibly stripped from her and so 
naturally she has to kick everyone’s butt in retaliation. Kristin lives 
with her husband and merry band of misfits in Arlington, VA.

Egmont USA



*First novel from Len Vlahos, US book industry veteran, chronicling the
high school travails of an awkward boy finding his way in the world. 
Funny, smart and an excellent page turner.*

In attempting to describe himself in his college application essay—help us to 
become acquainted with you beyond your courses, grades, and test scores—
Harbinger (Harry) Jones goes way beyond the 250 word limit and gives a full 
account of his life. The first defining moment: the day the neighborhood goons tied 
him to a tree during a lightning storm when he was 8 years old, and the tree was 
struck and caught fire. Harry was badly burned and has had to live with the 
physical and emotional scars, reactions from strangers, bullying and loneliness that 
instantly became his everyday reality. 

The second defining moment: the day in 8th grade when the handsome, charismatic 
Johnny rescued him from the bullies, and then made the startling suggestion that 
they start a band together. Harry discovered that playing music transported him out 
of his nightmare of a world, and he finally had something that compelled people to 
look beyond his physical appearance.

Harry’s description of his life in his essay is both humorous and heart-wrenching. 
He had a steeper road to climb than the average kid, but ends up learning 
something about personal power, friendship, first love and how to fit in the world.

The Scar Boys
by Len Vlahos, proprietor Egmont USA

US publisher Egmont USA 
First publication: Spring 2014

250 pages

Ages 12+

Len Vlahos

Len Vlahos is the Executive Director of BISG and the former 
COO of the American Booksellers Association, where he worked 
for the past 20 years. Until last year, he had overall responsibility 
for ABA's Winter Institute. Len has also worked in indie, chain, 
and university bookstores, was an on-air personality for a 
commercial radio station in Atlantic City and worked for a time for 
Internet marketing guru Seth Godin. As for the music component 
of the novel, Len was, in fact, in a punk rock band in the mid-80s. 
The Woofing Cookies actually toured and their music was played 
on dozens of college radio stations coast to coast.

Egmont USA



* The Code Busters - Cody, Quinn, Luke and M.E. - are back with another
adventure full of cryptic codes and perplexing puzzles *

Cody, Quinn, Luke, and M.E. love playing around with codes. In fact, they love 
codes so much they have their own club, with a secret hideout and passwords that 
change every day.

After learning about steganography, the study of concealed writing, the Code 
Busters discover that artists have been hiding secret messages in their artwork for 
centuries.

A clue hunt on a class trip to the Rosicrucian Egyptian Museum leads the Code 
Busters to an artifact that doesn't seem to quite fit with the rest of the collection. 
Could it be a forgery? The Code Busters code-cracking skills and new knowledge 
of hieroglyphic messages will help them get to the bottom of this mystery, but they 
better think fast before the criminal tries to frame them!

There are currently four books in this internationally bestselling series with more 
to follow:

Book 1: The Secret of the Skeleton Key (Oct 2012)
Book 2: The Haunted Lighthouse (Nov 2012)
Book 3: Mystery of the Pirate's Treasure (Nov 2013)
Book 4: The Mummy's Curse (Fall 2014)

Praise for THE CODE BUSTERS CLUB series:

'This intriguing tale has vivid characters and such a tantalizing cliffhanger that 
readers won’t be able to resist cracking the Code Busters' - Kirkus

'This makes a good choice for mystery lovers' - Booklist

'A great story and a solid set-up for a series.  This serves to add interest for a 
whole new crowd of readers who will find the interactive element appealing...a 
whole lot of fun' - BCCB

The Code Busters Club
by Penny Warner, proprietor Egmont USA

US publisher Egmont USA
224 pages

Ages 8-12

Penny Warner

Penny Warner is an award-winning author of over sixty books, 
including DEAD BODY LANGUAGE mystery series (Macavity 
winner), HOW TO HOST A KILLER PARTY series, and the 
upcoming Food Festival series. Her middle-grade mystery, THE 
CODE BUSTERS CLUB, won the Agatha Award for Best 
Children's Mystery.

Egmont USA



Erin Murphy Literary Agency

* A truly moving novel-in-verse covering the events of the Armenian
genocide of 1915 *

Dana Walrath’s LIKE WATER ON STONE is a novel-in-verse telling the story of 
Vartan Troshagirian, a thirteen year-old Armenian boy who survives the genocide 
of 1915 with his two younger sisters, Sosi and Mariam. After their parents stage a 
mock killing of the children and are killed themselves in the eastern reaches of the 
crumbling Ottoman Empire, the three survive by hiding in the day and running at 
night for hundreds of miles across mountain ridges till they reach the safety of an 
orphanage in Aleppo, Syria. 

Told in all three voices, and with the additional overview perspective of a sort of 
spirit guardian, the eagle ardziv, this is an extraordinarily moving and poignant 
story that will linger long after you turn the last page.

"Like Water on Stone is the beautifully written story of one family's unimaginable 
suffering, told in verse that ricochets between gentleness and brutality.  The hopes 
and dreams of many siblings are united by the musical voice of a mystical eagle.  
For mature teen readers, this eloquent verse novel will bring one of history's great 
tragedies to life." - Margarita Engle, Newbery Honor-winning author of THE 
SURRENDER TREE

"It is unusual to find a work of fiction set during the Armenian genocide for an 
adolescent audience. And for good reason. This is a wrenching story to tell. But 
Dana Walrath pulls off the impossible in a heart-breaking tale of familial love, 
blind trust, and the crushing of innocence. ... Based in part on Walrath's family 
history, this is compelling reading, rich with texture, detail, and honor. A fine and 
haunting work" -  Karen Hesse, Newbery winner for OUT OF THE DUST

Like Water on Stone
by Dana Walrath, proprietor Erin Murphy Literary Agency 

US publisher Delacorte Books for Young Readers
First publication: Fall 2014

Ages 12+

Dana Walrath

A writer, artist, and anthropologist, Dana Walrath often blends all 
three of these roles into her work. She finished this manuscript 
during her year as a Fulbright Scholar in Armenia, while also 
making art and writing stories about the experience of aging in 
this ancient culture. The project, titled “The Narrative 
Anthropology of Aging in Armenia,” builds on her Aliceheimer’s 
graphic memoir series. She earned a Ph.D. in Anthropology from 
the University of Pennsylvania and an MFA in Writing for 
Children and Young Adults from Vermont College of Fine Arts.  
After a year in the mountains of Armenia, she will return to her 
home in the mountains of Vermont.

Erin Murphy Literary Agency



Talker 25
by Joshua McCune, proprietor Erin Murphy Literary Agency
US publisher Greenwillow

* TALKER 25 is a dark, gritty near-future YA novel about war and fear
and hope and the reasons we fight for freedom.*

High-school senior Melissa Callahan can’t remember a world without dragons, a 
world without air-raid sirens, subterranean shelters, and memorial services. A 
world in which her mother was killed on the national news. 

After fifteen dark years, the war between Monster and Man finally seems over. 
Most of the dragons have been killed or confined to reservations, and there hasn’t 
been a major attack in North America since Melissa’s family moved to an Army 
outpost in Kansas three years ago.

 But when Melissa reluctantly partakes in the local mischief of choice—sneaking 
onto the rez to pose for internet fame around a sleeping dragon—she becomes an 
unsuspecting pawn in the war about to reignite. And the repercussions will go far 
beyond anything she could ever imagine.

This is the first part of a trilogy.

From the series: KISSING DRAGONS TRILOGY 
First publication: Spring 2014

Ages 12+

Joshua McCune

Helives with his wife in San Antonio, TX. They have a fat cat 
named Mouko (Japanese for fierce tiger. Kind of like naming me 
Sunshine), a black lab, Anubis, and a ferocious dachshund who 
sometimes answers to Boots. http://www.joshua-mccune.com/

Erin Murphy Literary Agency



*Reality television is heading to high school! Watch the drama unfold as
the three biggest nobodies in Westfield High’s senior class get a shot at 
becoming popular!*

Shannon’s ‘clique’ is made up of just her and her best friend, Marnie; she has 
never lived down her very public most embarrassing moment; and she has a 
burning passion for the dowdy sport of quilting. It is not a huge shock when her 
class votes her least likely to be crowned prom queen.

What IS shocking is the new television reality show Shannon finds herself starring 
in, called 'The Prom Queen Wannabes!' The producers of the innovative hidden 
camera show have singled out Westfield High and are about to turn things upside 
down. Literally. As in, the social hierarchy of the entire senior class is about to be 
upended.

Shannon must battle fellow Wannabes, Kelly and Amy, to be elected Prom Queen 
and snag the One! Million! Dollar! prize. Kelly is a goth girl who seriously needs 
that cash prize and Amy just wants to escape her role as Westfield’s resident 
overweight loser, but Shannon sees the show as an opportunity to get even with 
alpha-queen Grace Douglas for the humiliating gym class incident Grace 
orchestrated two years ago.

As senior year begins, Shannon begins to realize just how manipulated they all are 
by the forces behind the reality program and must decide what she's willing to do to
expose the truth.

The Real Prom Queens of Westfield High
by Laurie Boyle Crompton, proprietor Erin Murphy Literary Agency 

US publisher Sourcebooks
First publication: February 2014

309 pages

Ages 12+

Laurie Boyle Crompton

When she was seventeen, Laurie Boyle Crompton painted her 
first car hot pink using 40 cans of spraypaint. The paint dried a 
bit drippy, but the car looked great when it was flying down the 
back roads of Butler, PA where she grew up. Laurie now lives 
near NYC, but she loves to visit the mountains and maintains a 
secret identity in New Paltz, NY, where she and her family can 
often be found tromping through the forest. You can visit her at 
www.lboylecrompton.com.

Erin Murphy Literary Agency



The Dirt Diary
by Anna Staniszewski, proprietor Erin Murphy Literary Agency
US publisher Sourcebooks

*Following thirteen-year-old Rachel, as she learns who her true friends are
and a worthy crush in the most unlikely of places, this is fun tween reading 
at its best.*

What’s worse than your parents splitting up and your dad moving halfway across 
the country? How about your mom starting a new cleaning business with you as its 
first employee. Now you get to scrub the houses of some of the most popular kids 
in the eighth grade; that’s bound to do wonders for your already loserish reputation.

And oh my goldfish, if that isn’t bad enough, the guy you have a ridiculously major 
crush on offers to pay you to dig up dirt on his girlfriend while you’re cleaning her 
bedroom. You know it’s wrong. You know you should tell him no. But since you 
sort of stole three hundred dollars from your college fund to buy a plane ticket so 
you could go talk your dad into coming home, you need all the money you can get.

On top of all that, you have to come up with a to-die-for brownie recipe for the 
bake sale competition this year, because there is no way in Helvetica you’re 
coming in second place again, especially not when the prize is a big hunk of cash.
But when your best friend dumps you for lying to her and your mom starts getting a 
little too cozy with your vice principal, it’s enough to make you go totally 
crazyface. 

Time is running out to earn back the money you stole, create the perfect brownie, 
make up with your best friend, and get your parents back together, all while trying 
to figure out if the cute guy at one of your cleaning jobs might actually like you.

From the series: Dirt Diary 
First publication: January 2014 
256 pages

Ages 9-12

Anna Staniszewski

Anna Staniszewski lives outside of Boston, Mass. with her 
husband and their adopted black Lab, Emma. She was named 
the 2006-2007 Writer-in-Residence at the Boston Public Library 
and a winner of the 2009 PEN New England Susan P. Bloom 
Discovery Award. When she’s not writing, Anna spends her time 
teaching, reading, and challenging unicorns to games of 
hopscotch. 
www.annastan.com.

Erin Murphy Literary Agency



Folio

Broken Hearts, Fences and Other Things to 
Mend
by Katie Finn, proprietor Folio
US publisher Feiwel & Friends

* Hilarious new tween series from YA author Morgan Matson, writing
under the pseudonym Katie Finn - sold for a six figure pre-empt to Feiwel 
& Friends *

When Gemma Tucker’s boyfriend dumps her before their summer volunteer trip to 
Colombia, she’s devastated. Teddy is smart, handsome, and the perfect Senior 
Class President: a do-gooder obsessed with saving endangered birds and wearing 
all-natural (read: itchy) clothing. Gemma, on the other hand, is more into making 
cupcakes and hanging out with her boy-crazy BFF Sophie than volunteering. But 
being with Teddy—a boy who always seems to do the right thing—had made 
Gemma feel better about a cruel thing she did to a friend the summer she was 
eleven.

Heartbroken and with her perfect summer in ruins, Gemma goes to stay with her 
Dad in the Hamptons. Five years and a broken nose later, Gemma looks different 
than she did that terrible summer. So when a series of events leads to Gemma being 
mistaken for her BFF Sophie, Gemma is more than happy to keep up the ruse and 
escape her past, especially when she runs into Hallie, the girl she hurt. “Sophie ” 
befriends Hallie and even finds herself falling for Hallie’s brother, Josh. But does 
someone in the Hamptons know the truth? When the real Sophie pays an 
unexpected visit, Gemma’s summer spins out of control in this irresistible-as-ice-
cream story of friendship, revenge, love and lies. 

This is the first in a three book series.

First publication: Spring 2014

310 pages

Ages 12+

Katie Finn

Katie Finn grew up in Connecticut, in a town that looks an awful 
lot like Putnam. During high school, she was a total theater 
devotee (like Madison) and never dreamed she’d be a writer. But 
lots of Katie’s high school misadventures have made it into her 
books…which just goes to show that you never know! She 
currently lives in Los Angeles, California, in a house she wishes 
was a lot closer to the beach.

Folio



* Smart, funny and with huge amounts of heart, a fantastic Nora Ephron-
style rom com that will keep you on the edge of your seat. *

Nothing ever happens in Little, CA. Which is just the way 17-year-old Carter Moon
likes it. When Hollywood descends on her small town to film a holiday movie 
starring former child star-turned public relations mess, Adam Jakes, Carter is the 
only girl in Little not buying what Hollywood's selling. But then Adam's "people" 
make Carter an offer she can't refuse: play the part of Adam's girlfriend while he's 
in Little, to improve his public image, and take home a hefty paycheck, which her 
family desperately needs.

Instead of simply working in her dad's café and hanging out with her two best 
friends (co-writing a blog called Yesterday's Sightings about the stars found in the 
sky), Carter begrudgingly poses for the tabloids but soon finds herself falling for 
Mr. Hollywood. As she and Adam grow closer, their relationship walks that blurry 
line between what's real and what's fabricated; and Carter must open her eyes to 
the scariest of unexplored worlds - her future.

Catch a Falling Star
by Kim Culbertson, proprietor Folio

US publisher Scholastic Inc 
First publication: 01 May 2014

Ages 12+

Kim Culbertson

Kim Culbertson technically writes for teenagers, but some grown-
ups like her work. Sourcebooks Fire published her award winning 
first YA novel SONGS FOR A TEENAGE NOMAD (2010, 
originally Hip Pocket Press, 2007) and her second YA novel 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR A BROKEN HEART (2011) which was 
named a Booklist 2011 Top Ten Romance Title for Youth and 
won the 2012 Northern California Book Award for YA Fiction. Her 
third YA novel CATCH A FALLING STAR will be published by 
Scholastic in Summer of 2014. When she's not writing for teens, 
she's teaching them. She's a college advisor and teaches 
creative writing and English at Forest Charter School. Kim wrote 
her eBook novella THE LIBERATION OF MAX McTRUE for her 
students who, over the years, have taught her much more than 
she has taught them. Kim lives in the Northern California foothills 
with her husband and daughter.

Folio



* What happens when you've done everything on your bucket list, and I
mean *everything* to find out that maybe it wasn't quite time... *

When sixteen-year-old former ballerina, Alice, is diagnosed with acute lymphocytic
leukemia, her prognosis is grim. She convinces Harvey, her best friend since 
childhood, to help with her “just dying to-dos,” a surprising list that includes 
settling some old scores. She’s made peace with her life—until she goes into 
remission. Now, a year later, Alice must face the consequences of all that she’s 
said and done, as well as her true feelings for Harvey, whom she pushed away 
when tomorrow wasn’t certain. 

Told from the perspectives of both Alice and Harvey in nonlinear style, SIDE 
EFFECTS MAY VARY is about what happens when we say our final words, only 
to find that life isn’t through with us yet.

John Corey Whaley, author of the Printz- and Morris Award-winning Where Things
Come Back (Simon & Schuster/Atheneum, May 2011) has said, "Julie Murphy 
weaves together a tender and funny tale of love, friendship, heartache and 
redemption. SIDE EFFECTS MAY VARY explodes with brutal honesty, brilliant 
wit, and unflinching heart."

Side Effects May Vary
by Julie Murphy, proprietor Folio

US publisher Balzer & Bray 
First publication: Winter 2014

304 pages

Ages 12+

Julie Murphy

Julie lives in North Texas with her husband who loves her, her 
dog who adores her, and her cat who tolerates her. When she's 
not writing or trying to catch stray cats, she works at an 
academic library. SIDE EFFECTS MAY VARY is Julie's debut 
novel. Julie is a27 years old librarian from Texas. You can find 
out more at www.juliemurphywrites.com

Folio



Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

* A rambling old inn, a strange map, an attic packed with treasures,
squabbling guests, theft, friendship, and an unusual haunting mark this 
smart, literary mystery in the tradition of THE MYSTERIOUS 
BENEDICT SOCIETY books and Blue Balliet’s CHASING VERMEER 
series *

Milo Pine’s mum and dad run an inn, most often frequented by smugglers. It’s a 
huge, old, ramshackle mansion called Greenglass House that sits high on a hill. 

Milo is looking forward to Christmas and spending time relaxing—there are never 
guests during the holidays. But this year is different. One eccentric guest after 
another makes his or her way up the side of the hill in the cable railway car and 
rings the bell. Each, strangely, has counted on being the only guest, and each has a 
secret story. There is a story of inheritance, a story of mistaken identity, a story of 
destiny fulfilled, a story of magic—but each one involves an object of great value 
hidden in a wondrous house, and each is the tale of that person's claim to that 
treasure. Before long, items go missing and tempers flare. 

It’s up to Milo, along with Meddy, the housekeeper’s daughter, to draw out the 
stories, uncover clues, steal back stolen objects, and figure out what links these 
many mysteries together—as well as what role they themselves play.

Greenglass House
by Kate Milford, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
First publication: August 2014

224 pages

Ages 10-14

Kate Milford

Kate Milford is the author of THE BONESHAKER, has written 
for stage and screen, and is a regular travel columnist for the 
Nagspeake Board of Tourism and Culture. She lives in Brooklyn, 
New York. To learn more, visit www.clockworkfoundry.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



* A deadly pandemic, a budding romance, and the heartache of loss make
for a stunning coming-of-age teen debut about the struggle to survive 
during the 1918 flu *

For Cleo Berry, the people dying of the Spanish Influenza in cities like New York 
and Philadelphia may as well be in another country--that's how far away they feel 
from the safety of Portland, Oregon. And then cases start being reported in the 
Pacific Northwest. Schools, churches, and theaters shut down. The entire city is 
thrust into survival mode--and into a panic. 

Headstrong and foolish, seventeen-year-old Cleo is determined to ride out the 
pandemic in the comfort of her own home, rather than in her quarantined boarding 
school dorms. But when the Red Cross pleads for volunteers, she can't ignore the 
call. As Cleo struggles to navigate the world around her, she is surprised by how 
much she finds herself caring about near-strangers. Strangers like Edmund, a 
handsome medical student and war vet. Strangers who could be gone tomorrow. 
And as the bodies begin to pile up, Cleo can't help but wonder: when will her own 
luck run out? 

Riveting and well-researched, A DEATH-STRUCK YEAR is based on the real-life 
pandemic considered the most devastating in recorded world history. Readers will 
be captured by the suspenseful storytelling and the lingering questions of: what 
would I do for a neighbor? At what risk to myself? An afterword explains the 
Spanish flu phenomenon, placing it within the historical context of the early 20th 
century.

A Death-Struck Year
by Makiia Lucier, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
First publication: March 2014

288 pages

Ages 12+

Makiia Lucier

Makiia grew up on the Pacific island of Guam, not too far from 
the equator. She received a bachelor's degree in journalism from 
the University of Oregon and a master's in library studies from 
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. She's had plenty of jobs, 
mostly in libraries, and currently resides in the small college town 
of Moscow, Idaho with her husband and daughter.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



* In the vein of the teen suspense classics I KNOW WHAT YOU DID
LAST SUMMER and THE FACE ON THE MILK CARTON, COLD 
CALLS is a chilling thriller; an unsettling mystery; and a provocative 
exploration of bullying, culpability, and the cost of keeping secrets *

Edgar-nominated author Charles Benoit spins the noir tale of a mysterious stranger 
using hidden secrets to blackmail three ordinary teens, Eric, Shelly, and Fatima, 
into bullying their schoolmates. 

When the three meet in a mandatory anti-bullying program, they join forces to find 
the stranger—before time runs out and their shattering secrets are revealed…

Cold Calls
by Charles Benoit, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
First publication: August 2014

288 pages

Ages 12+

Charles Benoit

When he's not traveling around the globe in the search of exotic, 
tax-deductible settings for his mysteries, Charles Benoit spends 
his days pumping out subliminal-laced advertising. Nominated for 
an Edgar and a Barry, RELATIVE DANGER won the Franklin 
award and was the darling of fans and critics alike. OUT OF 
ORDER (2006) is set in modern India while NOBLE LIES 
(September 2007) takes place in Thailand.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



Ask the Dark
by Henry Turner, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
First publication: Spring 2015
Ages 12+

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

A compelling tale of redemption and tour-de-force YA debut, Ask 
the Dark is the absorbing first-person account of Billy, a 14-year-old 
semi-delinquent, tracking down and confronting a serial killer 
stalking his neighborhood.



* A stunning debut novel about a girl who is half-dragon, half-human, and
wholly herself *

As the only heir to the throne, Marni should have been surrounded by wealth and 
privilege, not living in exile—but now the time has come when she must choose 
between claiming her birthright as princess of a realm whose king wants her dead, 
and life with the father she has never known: a wild dragon who is sending his 
magical woods to capture her.

Fans of BITTERBLUE and SERAPHINA will be captured by a CREATURE OF 
MOONLIGHT, with its richly layered storytelling and the powerful choices its 
strong heroine must make.

Creature of Moonlight
by Rebecca Hahn, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
First publication: May 2014

315 pages

Ages 12+

Rebecca Hahn

Rebecca Hahn grew up in Iowa, attended college in Minnesota, 
and soon afterward moved to New York City, where she worked 
in book publishing and wrote A CREATURE OF MOONLIGHT 
on the side. She now lives back in Minneapolis, with the winter 
cold, the wide sky, and many whispering trees. This is Rebecca’s 
first novel.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



* Talented videogamer and daredevil dirt bike rider, Arlo Santiago, is
recruited by the U.S. military at White Sands to pilot drone missions in 
Pakistan. When the game becomes all too real, how will Arlo reconcile his 
duty with the violent death that haunts his family? *

Seventeen year-old dirt-bike-riding daredevil Arlo Santiago catches the eye of the 
U.S. military with his first-place ranking on a video game featuring drone warfare, 
and must reconcile the work they want him to do with the emotional scars he has 
suffered following a violent death in his family. 

ADIOS, NIRVANA author Conrad Wesselhoeft, takes readers from the skies over 
war-torn Pakistan to the dusty arroyos of New Mexico's outback in this young adult 
novel about daring to live in the wake of unbearable loss.

Drone Pilot
by Conrad Wesselhoeft, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
First publication: 01 April 2014

Ages 12+

Conrad Wesselhoeft

Conrad Wesselhoeft worked as a tugboat hand in Singapore and 
Peace Corps Volunteer in Polynesia before embarking on a 
career in journalism. He has served on the editorial staffs of five 
newspapers, including The New York Times. He is the author of 
the young adult novels ADIOS, NIRVANA (2010) and the 
forthcoming DRONE PILOT (2014). His ancestors were doctors 
to Emily Dickinson, Louisa May Alcott, and Harriet Beecher 
Stowe. He is the father of two university sophomores and one 
newly minted graduate. He lives in West Seattle with a poodle 
named Django (the "D" is silent). Peanut butter cookies are his 
weakness.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



* As the Panama Canal turns 100, Newbery Honor-winner Margarita
Engle tells the story of its creation in this powerful new YA historical 
novel in verse *

How can such a narrow bridge of land be so important?

One hundred years ago, the world celebrated the opening of the Panama Canal. It 
was a miracle, this path of water where a mountain had stood--and creating a 
miracle is no easy thing. Thousands lost their lives, and those who survived worked
under the harshest conditions for only a few silver coins a day. 

From the young "silver people" whose back-breaking labor built the Canal to the 
denizens of the endangered rainforest itself, this is the story of one of the largest 
and most difficult engineering projects ever undertaken, as only Newbery Honor-
winning author Margarita Engle could tell it.

Silver People
by Margarita Engle, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
First publication: 25 March 2014

272 pages

Ages 12+

Margarita Engle

Margarita Engle is a Cuban-American poet and novelist whose 
work has been published in many countries. Her books include 
THE SURRENDER TREE, a Newbery Honor book and winner 
of the Jane Addams Children’s Book Award, the Pura Belpré 
Award, the Américas Award, and the Claudia Lewis Poetry 
Award; THE POET SLAVE OF CUBA, winner of the Pura Belpré 
Award and the Américas Award; TROPICAL SECRETS,THE 
FIREFLY LETTERS, and HURRICANE DANCERS. She lives 
with her husband in Northern California. Visit her at 
www.margaritaengle.com.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



* In this fresh and funny teen mystery, 17-year-old Millie joins forces with
her classmate, gorgeous but mysterious Chase Colton, to try to find out 
who murdered Coach Kildaire *

Putting the dead in deadline…

When the widely disliked Honeywell Stingers football coach is found murdered, 17-
year-old Millie is determined to investigate. She is chasing a lead for the school 
newspaper – and looking to clear her father, the assistant coach, and prime suspect. 

Millie joins forces with her mysterious classmate Chase who seems to want to help 
her even while covering up secrets of his own.  She’s starting to get a reputation…
without any of the benefits.  Drama – and bodies—pile up around Millie and she 
chases clues, snuggles Baxter the so-ugly-he’s-adorable bassett hound, and storms 
out of the world’s most awkward prom/memorial mash-up. At least she gets to eat 
a lot of pie.  

Best-selling author Beth Fantaskey’s funny, fast-paced blend of Clueless and 
Nancy Drew is a suspenseful page-turner that is the best time a reader can have 
with buried weapons, chicken clocks, and a boy who only watches gloomy movies…
but somehow makes Millie smile.

Buzz Kill
by Beth Fantaskey, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
First publication: May 2014

326 pages

Ages 14+

Beth Fantaskey

Beth Fantaskey is the author of JESSICA’S GUIDE TO DATING 
ON THE DARK SIDE, JESSICA RULES THE DARK SIDE, and 
JEKEL LOVES HYDE. She was raised and still lives in rural 
Pennsylvania, a place that features prominently in her books. She’
s been a burger-slinger at a diner called "Diffy's," a teenage tax 
collector, a journalist, and now a part-time professor at 
Susquehanna University. But she says her most fun job is "YA 
author," because she gets to interact with so many interesting 
readers.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



* In this middle grade novel-in-verse that's LOVE THAT DOG meets THE
WATSONS GO TO BIRMINGHAM meets SLAM, 14 year-old twin 
basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle with highs and lows on and off the 
court as their father ignores his declining health *

"With a bolt of lightning on my kicks . . .The court is SIZZLING. My sweat is 
DRIZZLING. Stop all that quivering. Cuz tonight I’m delivering," announces dread-
locked, 14-year old Josh Bell.

He and his twin brother Jordan are awesome on the court. But Josh has more than 
basketball in his blood, he's got mad beats, too, that tell his family's story in verse  
in this fast and furious middle grade novel of family and brotherhood from Kwame 
Alexander (He Said, She Said 2013). 

Josh and Jordan must come to grips with growing up on and off the court to realize 
breaking the rules comes at a terrible price, as their story's heart-stopping climax 
proves a game-changer for the entire family.

Crossover
by Kwame Alexander, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
First publication: March 2014

240 pages

Ages 9-12

Kwame Alexander

Kwame Alexander has written 14 books, owned several 
publishing companies, written for the stage and television (TLC's 
"Hip Hop Harry"), recorded a CD, performed around the world, 
produced jazz and book festivals, hosted a weekly radio show, 
worked for the U.S. Government, and taught in a high school. 
Recently, Kwame led a delegation of writers and artists to Italy 
(Tuscany), Brazil (Bahia), and Africa (Ghana).

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



* In this rib-tickling illustrated middle grade novel, video game-obsessed
Pete Watson discovers the only thing scarier than espionage is the girl of 
his dreams *

When videogame obsessed Pete Watson discovers his dad is not only a super-spy 
but has been kidnapped and is now trapped inside a video game, he has to use his 
super gaming skills and enter the game to rescue him.  

Will he be able to save his friends and family and the entire world from giant 
mechanical cockroaches and a massive cyber attack set to take down the world's 
network?  And if he succeeds, who will save Pete from his massive crush on Callie 
Midwood? 

From the comedic mind of Joe Schreiber comes an action-packed Alex Rider-meets-
Greg Heffley middle grade romp that grabs readers by the funny bone and doesn't 
let go! Illustrated throughout with black and white comic drawings by Andy Rash.

Game Over, Pete Watson
by Joe Schreiber, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
First publication: April 2014

Ages 9-12

Joe Schreiber

Joe Schreiber is the author of the best-selling adult novels 
DEATH TROOPERS,CHASING THE DEAD, and EAT THE 
DARK, as well as young adult novels AU REVOIR, CRAZY 
EUROPEAN CHICK and PERRY'S KILLER PLAYLIST. He lives 
in Pennsylvania. He has never been shrunk down to micrometer 
size. Visit his blog at www.scaryparent.blogspot.com.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



* The second title in the bestselling adventure series GADGETS AND
GEARS.*

The evil Mesmers have failed in their first attempt to take over the world, but the 
Kennewicketts, recently recruited into the spy business by President Roosevelt, are 
about to find out that espionage is a two-way street. 

Once again the youngest Kennewickett, the boy inventor Wally, and his dashingly 
brave and loyal dachshund, Noodles, travel to Turin, Italy, with Nikola Tesla, 
evade the Sky Pirates, and battle their dangerous enemies who have commandeered
an eight-legged, steam-powered land yacht named Arachne!

This is the second in the series with more titles to come

Book 1: The Mesmer Menace (Nov 2013)
Book 2: Ire of Iron Claw (Spring 2014)

Gadgets and Gears 2: Ire of Iron Claw
by Kersten Hamilton, proprietor Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
144 pages

Ages 9-12

Kersten Hamilton

Kersten Hamilton is the author of the Goblin Wars YA trilogy, as 
well as several picture books and many novels for children. She 
has worked as a ranch hand, a woodcutter, a lumberjack, a 
census taker, a wrangler for wildnerness guides and an 
archaeological surveyor. Now, when she's not writing, she hunts 
dinosaurs in the deserts and badlands of New Mexico. For more 
about Kersten, please visit www.kerstenhamilton.com.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



*With page-turning adventure and fun characters, this first installment in
the Eddie Red series is a must-read for any fan of puzzles and mystery.*

Art, mystery, fun, and friendship combine in this illustrated middle grade series 
debut. Sixth-grader Edmund Xavier Lonnrot, code name Eddie Red, has a 
photographic memory and a talent for drawing anything he sees. When the NYPD 
is stumped by a mastermind art thief, Eddie becomes their secret weapon to solve 
the case, drawing him deeper into New York's famous Museum Mile and closer to 
a dangerous criminal group known as the Picasso Gang.

Eddie Red
by Marcia Well, illustrated by Marcos Calo, proprietor Houghton 

Mifflin Harcourt, US publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
First publication: April 2014

40000 words

Marcia Wells

Marcia Wells has a Master’s degree in Spanish literature and 
has taught writing, Spanish and math to middle and high school 
students for the past fifteen years. When she’s not visiting 
relatives in New York City and planning new adventures for Eddie 
Red, she’s at home with her kids, husband, and other farm 
animals in Vermont.

Marcos Calo

Spanish born Marcos Calo began his career working for various 
Spanish animation studios as a concept artist for CGI movies. 
During that time he also worked freelance doing illustration, 
commercial work and occasionally comic books. Marcos usually 
works digitally, although he still likes to start his drawings on 
paper first. Visit http://www.marcoscalo.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



Lerner Publishing

*As Andrew travels the country with his new friends he leaves behind the
expectations of others and discovers what he expects of himself.*

Andrew West didn’t intend to run away. He just wanted to escape Thanksgiving 
with his mother—headmistress of the all-girls school he’s forced to attend, his bed-
wetting cousin Barry, and his delusional uncle. But his escape plan to Grandma’s 
house is thwarted when his mother admits she neglected to tell him his 
grandmother had died earlier in the week. 

Furious with his mother, and out of other options, Andrew accepts a ride from a 
group of teenage street performers he meets in the bus station—a moment of 
spontaneous rebellion which turns into a cross-country road trip. The teens are 
Freegans and their lifestyle takes a little getting used to, but dumpster diving for 
food and clothing fits Andrew’s limited budget. 

The chance to spend more time with Emily—the dreadlocked street performer who 
can do tricks with a hula hoop that make any hot-blooded male stare—certainly 
sweetens the deal. As Andrew gets to know Emily, Jesse, and the rest of the 
Freegans, he learns that not everyone is on the road just for the lifestyle, and that 
not everything in the past can be outrun.

The Other Way Around
by Sashi Kaufman, proprietor Lerner Publishing, 

US publisher Carolrhoda Books
First publication: Spring 2014

290 pages

Ages 12+

Sashi Kaufman

THE OTHER WAY AROUND is Sashi Kaufman's debut novel. 
Sashi is a middle-school science and English teacher who lives 
in Portland, Maine, with her husband and daughter. She is also 
an amateur trash picker.
Http://sashikaufman.wordpress.com/

Lerner Publishing



The Berenson Schemes 1:  Jack the Castaway
by Lisa Doan, proprietor Lerner Publishing 
US publisher Carolrhoda Books

*Throughout this humorous, adventure-driven series, Jack has to survive a
smorgasbord of international dangers, and help his mom and dad grow up.*

Jack Berenson, a phobia-plagued, checklist-making eighth grader, just wants a 
normal childhood. But he keeps getting caught-up in his clueless, globe-trotting 
parents’ get-rich-quick schemes. The series opens with JACK THE CASTAWAY, 
in which Jack is unfortunately reunited with his parents after the death of his 
guardian. Unable to locate any other relatives to take Jack in, his parents decide to 
bring him along on their next venture: running a snorkelling business down in the 
Caribbean.

While Jack learns to drive the boat, his parents attempt to ‘drift-snorkel’ in a 
strong current. Sadly, they forgot to fill the gas tank and Jack is set adrift in the 
Caribbean Sea.

Landing on an uninhabited island, Jack and his parrot Loco set out to find food, 
water and shelter. (Actually, Jack has to do all the work, Loco does nothing.) Jack 
learns to free dive, explores the coral reef and befriends a whale shark named Tom.

From the series: The Berenson Schemes 
First publication: Spring 2014

160 pages

Ages 9-12

Lisa Doan

Lisa Doan received a master’s degree in writing for children and 
young adults from Vermont College of Fine Arts. Her first books, 
a children’s middle grade series titled THE BERENSON 
SCHEMES, will be released by Lerner Publishing Group in 2014. 
Her jobs have included Master Scuba Diving Instructor, Wall 
Street headhunter, Owner/Chef of a restaurant, Set Medic for a 
reality T.V. show and Deputy Prothonotary of a county court.

Lerner Publishing



Macmillan US

* THE HANGOVER for teen boys! *

Denny “Donuts” Murphy has always been known as the world’s biggest class 
clown. When his mother dies, he becomes an even bigger clown—answering 
questions with jokes, breaking into dance when the awkward silences become even 
more awkward. Donuts just wants a normal life—one where his mom is still alive 
and where his dad doesn’t sit in front of a TV all day. 

And so he tries to get back into the groove by helping his best friend Manny with 
their plan to get dates for the end-of-the-year school dance. Of course, their plan 
doesn’t go over too well when Donuts starts to see his friend, Sabrina, in a 
different way. He soon learns that laughter is not the best medicine for all of his 
problems. Sometimes it’s just as important to be true to yourself.

 Rife with memorable characters, SORRY YOU'RE LOST is a funny and uplifting 
tale about friendship and healing.

Sorry You're Lost
by Matt Blackstone, proprietor Macmillan US
US publisher Farrar, Straus & Giroux
First publication: January 2014

272 pages

Ages 10-14

Matt Blackstone

Matt Blackstone joined Teach for America after graduating from 
the University of Pennsylvania, and presently teaches high 
school English in the South Bronx. He lives in New York City.

Macmillan US



* Gripping middle-grade novel from critically acclaimed author *

Alistair Cleary is the kid who everyone trusts, the kid who wraps his fingers 
around secrets and never lets them go. Fiona Loomis is not the typical girl next 
door. Alistair hasn't really thought of her since they were little kids until she shows 
up at his doorstep with a proposition: she wants him to write her biography. 

What begins as an odd vanity project gradually turns into a frightening glimpse into
the mind of a potentially troubled girl. Fiona says that in her basement, there's a 
portal that leads to a magical world where a creature called the Riverman is 
stealing the souls of children. And Fiona's soul could be next. If Fiona really 
believes what she’s saying, Alistair fears she may be crazy. But if it’s true, her life 
could be at risk. It’s up to Alistair to separate fact from fiction, fantasy from reality.

THE RIVERMAN is Book #1 of a trilogy.

The Riverman
by Aaron Starmer, proprietor Macmillan US
US publisher Farrar, Straus & Giroux
First publication: March 2014

272 pages

Ages 10-14

Aaron Starmer

Aaron Starmer was born in northern California, raised in the 
suburbs of Syracuse, New York and educated at Drew University 
in Madison, New Jersey. His novels for young readers include 
DWEEB and THE ONLY ONES and his travel writing has 
appeared in numerous guidebooks. He lives with his wife in 
Hoboken, New Jersey.

Macmillan US



*A thrill-seeking girl who pushes herself too close to the edge one fateful
day, and must learn to live with the consequences of her actions.*

Seventeen-year-old Dyna comes from a long line of risk takers and is an avid thrill-
seeker herself, until she takes a terrible fall that causes her to shatter her leg.  Her 
life used to be about bike racing and mountain climbing; now it's about staying 
home except for physical and group therapy sessions at the bizarre alternative 
healing center her mum has chosen.

Her boyfriend saw her accident and supports her newfound desire for safety, but a 
young Iraqi war veteran she meets at rehab challenges her to think about what she's 
really avoiding in her old life and to take chances again - even with her heart.

Adrenaline Crush
by Laurie Boyle Crompton, proprietor Macmillan US
US publisher Farrar, Straus & Giroux
First publication: Summer 2014

288 pages

Ages 12+

Laurie Boyle Crompton

When she was seventeen, Laurie Boyle Crompton painted her 
first car hot pink using 40 cans of spraypaint. The paint dried a 
bit drippy, but the car looked great when it was flying down the 
back roads of Butler, PA where she grew up. Laurie now lives 
near NYC, but she loves to visit the mountains and maintains a 
secret identity in New Paltz, NY, where she and her family can 
often be found tromping through the forest. You can visit her at 
www.lboylecrompton.com.

Macmillan US



* Latest novel from award-winning author David Klass *

Daniel Prazter is a freshman on the chess team at a school where it's actually cool 
to be on the chess team—not that Daniel is cool. But he gets a chance to prove 
himself when his teammates invite him and his father to a weekend long father-son 
chess tournament. Daniel thinks that his father is a novice and can't understand 
why his teammates want so badly for them to participate. 

Then he finds out the truth: as a teen, his father was one of the highest ranked 
players in the world—but the game pushed him too far, and he almost killed an 
opponent. Now, twenty years later, Mr. Pratzer returns to the game to face down an 
old competitor and the same dark demons that lurk in the corners of a mind 
stretched by the demands of the game. Daniel was looking for acceptance—but the 
secrets about his father that he uncovers make him question what chess really 
teaches.

Grandmaster
by David Klass, proprietor Macmillan US
US publisher Farrar, Straus & Giroux
First publication: February 2014

240 pages

Ages 12+

David Klass

David Klass is the author of many young adult novels, including 
YOU DON'T KNOW ME, DARK ANGEL, and FIRESTORM 
(The Caretaker Trilogy). He is also a Hollywood screenwriter, 
having written more than twenty-five action screenplays, 
including KISS THE GIRLS, starring Morgan Freeman and 
Ashley Judd, WALKING TALL, starring The Rock, and 
DESPERATE MEASURES, starring Michael Keaton and Andy 
Garcia. Klass grew up in a family that loved literature and theater
—his parents were both college professors and writers—but he 
was a reluctant reader, preferring sports to books. But he started 
loving the adventure stories his parents would bring home from 
the library—particularly Jack London, Robert Louis Stevenson 
and Alexandre Dumas. After his sister twice won a story contest 
in Seventeen magazine, Klass decided he would win it too, and 
when he was a senior in high school, he did, publishing his first 
story, “Ringtoss,” in the magazine. He studied at Yale University, 
where he won the Veech Award for Best Imaginative Writing. He 
taught English in Japan, and wrote his first novel, The Atami 
Dragons, about that experience. He now lives in New York with 
his wife and two children.

Macmillan US



*What if your last kiss was with the wrong boy?*

Cassidy Haines is dead. She awakens in the river the morning after her seventeenth
birthday party staring at her lifeless body, bloody and mangled in the snow. 
Cassidy can't remember anything from her birthday week and she's worried that she 
may have been unfaithful to her boyfriend, Ethan Keys. And he's the only person 
who can see and touch Cassidy now that she's a ghost. A series of out-of-body 
flashbacks guides her to people and locations that trigger more memories, peeling 
back the layers of her past and all the decisions—both good and bad—she made 
that led to her last kiss. 

Like Jay Asher did so powerfully in Thirteen Reasons Why, debut author Bethany 
Neal explores the mysteries of death, the consequences of our actions, and the fatal 
powers that lies can hold.

My Last Kiss
by Beth Neal, proprietor Macmillan US
US publisher Farrar, Straus & Giroux
First publication: Summer 2014

288 pages

Ages 12+

Beth Neal

She writes YA novels with a little dark side and a lot of kissing! 
She is obsessed with (but not limited to): nail polish, ginormous 
rings, pigs, dream analysis, memorizing song lyrics, pickles, 
dessert, predestined love, not growing up, sour gummy candies, 
and fictional boys who play guitar.

Macmillan US



* It's PETER PAN as you've never imagined it before - a love triangle
between Wendy, Pete and Hook set in the endless summer of modern day 
coastal California *

Set in modern day Los Angeles, the story follows 17-year-old Wendy Darling as 
she tries to get to the bottom of her brothers disappearance nine months ago. Wendy
’s search for her brothers—surfers who spent their days chasing the ultimate wave
—leads her to Neverland, a mysterious, almost magical cove. 

There she meets Pete, the leader of a ragtag group of surfers known as the Lost 
Boys. Pete introduces Wendy to their carefree, sun-drenched paradise—and gives 
her her first taste of true love. But this world is as dangerous as it is beautiful, and 
as she follows the trail of her long-lost brothers into Neverland’s gritty underbelly, 
Wendy will learn what it really means to grow up.

Second Star
by Alyssa Sheinmel, proprietor Macmillan US
US publisher Farrar, Straus & Giroux 
First publication: Summer 2014

256 pages

Ages 12+

Alyssa Sheinmel

Alyssa B. Sheinmel is the author of THE STONE GIRL, THE 
BEAUTIFUL BETWEEN and THE LUCKY KIND. She grew up 
in Northern California and New York, and attended Barnard 
College. Alyssa lives and writes in New York City.

Macmillan US
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* Gripping YA novel from best-selling author *

One ordinary afternoon, every single machine in sixteen-year-old Adam’s high 
school computer lab stops working. At first the problem seems to be an electrical 
outage, but it quickly becomes apparent that it is far more serious. Outside, cars 
won’t start, phones are down, and a blackout is widespread. Adam is surprised to 
find that his ancient, cyber-free car is one of the only vehicles to function. And he 
senses a rising storm tide of anger and fear as he drives home past hundreds of 
stranded motorists. 

Soon Adam will discover that the problem has paralyzed not just his town but the 
whole region if not the whole country and beyond. Soon—as resources dwindle, 
crises mount, and chaos descends—he will see that his suburban neighborhood 
must band together for protection. Soon violence will erupt and Adam will 
understand that having a police captain for a mother and a retired government 
agent living next door are not just the facts of his life but the keys to his survival.

The Rule of Three
by Eric Walters, proprietor Macmillan US
US publisher Farrar, Straus & Giroux
First publication: January 2014

336 pages

Ages 12+

Eric Walters

ERIC WALTERS, a former elementary-school teacher, is one of 
the best-selling children’s authors in Canada. His more than sixty 
books have been translated into eleven languages and have won 
numerous children’s choice awards as well as honors from 
UNESCO and the Canadian Library Association. Eric is the 
founder of Creation of Hope, which provides care for orphans in 
the Makueni district of Kenya, and he lives with his family in 
Mississauga, Ontario.

Macmillan US



* BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S meets a YA PENDERWICKS *

When Franny and her older sister Valentine are summoned by their Aunt Theodora 
from foggy San Francisco to sunny New York City for one summer, they are 
expecting iconic trips to Central Park, Rockefeller Center, and the Met. 

Instead the two girls are instead taken to old-glamor locales like Bemelmans, the 
Plaza, and the Sherry Netherland by their chaperone, Clover, Aunt Theodora’s 
protégé. As they traipse around New York City going lingerie shopping and 
learning about the simple elegance of cucumber sandwiches, they also begin to 
unearth secrets and answers about Aunt Theo's glamorous and romantic past, and 
they have a few romantic adventures of their own.

The Summer Invitation
by Charlotte Silver, proprietor Macmillan US

US publisher Roaring Brook Press
First publication: Spring 2013

256 pages

Ages 12+

Charlotte Silver

Charlotte Silver grew up in Cambridge, Massachussets, before 
attending Bennington College. She studied writing at The Bread 
Loaf Writers’ Conference, and has been published in The New 
York Times. After college, the author spent one memorable 
summer as a chaperone for two young girls in New York City, 
which inspired this novel.

Macmillan US



* Debut YA novel from an amazing new voice *

High school volleyball star and math whiz Charley Crowder has just stepped out of 
her car in a Target parking lot when she is swept away by a shimmering gateway, 
and ends up stark naked on the mysterious tropical island of Nil. She soon finds 
that the only other humans on the island are also teenagers who have established 
their own society with a strict hierarchy and rules. Each teen has exactly one year 
to catch an exit gate back home - or die.

The first person Charley meets is Thad, a seasoned veteran of Nil who appoints 
himself her “island guide.” As romance blossoms between them, Charley can’t 
forget that Thad has already been on the island for 278 days, and his time is fast 
running out. No one knows how to predict where the exit gates will appear, but 
Charley knows she has to figure it out fast, or risk losing Thad forever.

Nil
by Lynne Matson, proprietor Macmillan US

US publisher Henry Holt 
First publication: March 2014

384 pages

Ages 14+

Lynne Matson

Lynne Matson grew up in Georgia in a house full of books and a 
backyard full of gnarly pines. She attended the University of 
Florida, where she met and married her husband, the cutest boy 
she’s ever seen. Now, Lynne is mother to four amazing boys. 
After a career as an attorney, Lynne is thrilled to be making her 
debut in YA fiction.

Macmillan US



* Meet Bonnie™ - you know more about her than she does… *

17-year-old Bonnie™ Baker is a former star of hit reality TV show Baker’s Dozen, 
and along with her twelve siblings, she has spent most of her life in front of the 
camera. Four years ago, after the media frenzy surrounding her parents' divorce, 
Bonnie™ and her family changed their names, moved across the country, and 
ended the show. For the first time ever, Bonnie™ has some privacy, and is building
a new life for herself at the local high school. But it's all about to fall apart… 
because Baker’s Dozen is going back on the air. 

Bonnie™ is involuntarily thrust back into the limelight, with her every move 
streaming online 24-7. Her media-hungry mother and the producers of the show 
won't let her quit, and Bonnie™’s not sure her family will make it through a new 
season. Plus, she’ll never be able to date her awesome crush Patrick Sheldon with 
a camera following her all the time. She has to find a way to break away and live 
her own life...but can one girl fight the power of the reality-TV juggernaut?

Something Real
by Heather Demetrios, proprietor Macmillan US

US publisher Henry Holt
First publication: February 2014

384 pages

Ages 14+

Heather Demetrios

When she's not traipsing around the world or spending time in 
imaginary places, Heather Demetrios lives with her husband in 
Boston. Originally from Los Angeles, she now calls the east 
coast home. Heather is getting her MFA in Writing for Children 
and Young Adults from Vermont College of Fine Arts and is a 
recipient of the PEN New England Discovery Award. She's never 
been on reality TV, but her grandmother keeps begging her to do 
The Amazing Race.

Macmillan US



Sasquatch and Aliens
by Cherise Harper, proprietor Macmillan US
US publisher Holt Books For Young Readers

Nine-year-old Morgan is fascinated with aliens.  He lives in the Pacific Northwest, 
land of the sasquatch, and naturally is fascinated with those as well.  When he 
meets the new kid, Lewis, whose parents own a motel named the Sasquatch Inn, 
the adventures begin with slingshots, underpants, annoying sisters, and neighbours 
dressed up in bear suits.

Book 2 is coming in Fall 2014.

From the series: Sasquatch and Aliens 
First publication: April 2014

160 pages

Ages 7-10

Charise Harper

Charise Mericle Harper is the author and illustrator of many 
books for children, including the Just Grace series. In a starred 
review, Booklist called Just Grace “Hilarious,” and said, “The 
kids come alive in the story, and Harper enhances the comical 
goings-on with sparkling cartoon sketches. Give this to . . . 
anyone looking for a funny book.” Charise lives in Westchester 
County, New York. Visit her website at www.chariseharper.com 
and visit Just Grace's website at www.justgracebooks.com, 
where you'll find all sorts of fun things, including videos, quizzes, 
and information about all the Just Grace books

Macmillan US



The Adventures of Arnie the Doughnut: 
Invasion of the UFOnuts
by Laurie Keller, proprietor Macmillan US 
US publisher Henry Holt

*Second book in the hilarious series by writer and illustrator Laurie
Keller.*

Arnie finds himself in trouble when his neighbour, Loretta Schmoretta, begins 
telling news reporters that she was the victim of an alien abduction.  And not just 
any aliens - alien doughnuts from outer spastry, who will continue abductions until 
people stop eating doughnuts!

Although Arnie thinks this is a ridiculous story, he notices that everyone is treating 
him differently, as if he is an alien doughnut rather than just a doughnut-dog.  And 
then Arnie gets abducted!  Arnie must think fast in order to rescue his fellow 
doughnuts and the townspeople from the alien invaders.  

The slapstick shenanigans continue in this hilarious second book in THE 
ADVENTURES OF ARNIE THE DOUGHNUT series.

From the series: The Adventures of Arnie the Doughnut 
First publication: Summer 2014

112 pages

Ages 7-10

Laurie Keller

LAURIE KELLER is the acclaimed author-illustrator of Do Unto 
Otters, Arnie, the Doughnut, and The Scrambled States of 
America. She earned a B.F.A. at Kendall College of Art and 
Design, then worked at Hallmark as a greeting card illustrator 
before turning to children's books. She lives in a little cottage in 
the woods on the shore of Lake Michigan.

Macmillan US

Praises for Book 1, BOWLING ALLEY BANDIT :
“Arnie the doughnut returns in a “who-donut” chapter book that will appeal to 
fans of Dav Pilkey’s “Captain Underpants” (Scholastic) and Lincoln Peirce’s “ 
Big Nate” (HarperCollins) series…With zany, quirky characters (talking pizza, 
break-dancing bowling pins, animated shoes) and a fast-paced, silly story line, the 
book will have readers looking for Arnie and Mr. Bing’s next adventure.”—School 
Library Journal starred review!!

 “Like triumphant Mr. Bing, Keller walks off with a “Stiffy Stu McShiny” award 
for this yummy chapter-book series opener.” —Publishers Weekly starred review!

“Arnie’s wisecracking narrative, zippy dialogue and asides, exuberant typography, 
and riotous cartooning (Albert Einstein even makes a couple cameos) all feed the 
tale’s full-throttle slapstick humor…Keller shrewdly targets hesitant readers with 
an abundance of goofy comedy.”— Kirkus starred review



My Life As A Joke
by Janet Tashjian, illustrated by Jake Tashjian, proprietor: Macmillan US
US publisher: Holt Books For Young Readers

* Latest in the bestselling MY LIFE AS A… series from mother/son
partnership Janet and Jake Tashjian. *

Derek Fallon discovers all the angst that comes with being thirteen - he just wants 
to feel grown up, but life gets in the way with a series of mishaps that make him 
look like a baby.  He passes out during a worm dissection in science class, falls flat 
on his face in gym class and gets a fat lip that causes him to lisp all day, and his 
plans for a monster truck party turn into a bouncy castle disaster.  

Why isn't being in middle school as Derek imagined?  Thankfully, with a little help 
from his friends - and, ironically, a Toys for Tots fundraiser - things seem like they 
could start shaping up at last.

Reviews for MY LIFE AS A BOOK:

“The first-person voice, which captures so completely the pushes and pulls in the 
life of someone with learning disabilities . . . . Give this to kids who think they don’
t like reading. It might change their minds.” –Starred, Booklist

“Sure to engage fans of Jeff Kinney’s “Diary of a Wimpy Kid” books (Abrams) as 
well as those looking for a spunky, contemporary boy with a mystery to solve.” –
School Library Journal

From the series: My Life As A…
First publication: April 2014 
272 pages

Ages 9-12

Janet Tashjian

Janet Tashjian is the author of many popular novels including  
MY LIFE AS A BOOK; LARRY AND THE MEANING OF LIFE; 
VOTE FOR LARRY; THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LARRY; 
FAULT LINE; MULTIPLE CHOICE; and TRU CONFESSION. 
She lives with her family in Los Angeles, California. 

www.janettashjian.com

Macmillan US

Jake Tashjian

Jake Tashjian is Janet's son. He has been drawing pictures of 
his vocabulary words since he was a kid (he’s now fourteen), and 
has a stack of index cards taller than a house.



Einstein the Class Hamster 
by Janet Tashjian, illustrated by Jake Tashjian, proprietor Macmillan US
US publisher: Holt Books For Young Readers

* First in a brand new series from mother and son team! *

Einstein the class hamster is from a long line of class hamsters. He knows lots of 
cool facts about science, art, and history—maybe even more than their sleepy 
teacher, Ms. Moreno. The class has a chance to compete in a trivia game show 
contest. But how can they get ready for the contest if Ms. Moreno keeps taking 
naps instead of teaching? More important, how can Einstein help the class prepare 
for the contest when the only kid who can hear him is Ned?

Janet and Jake Tashjian team up again in this hilarious new series starring the 
lovable walking encyclopedia, game show–obsessed Einstein

 •Author video: http://youtu.be/57fNpc1_iMY

 •Einstein the Class Hamster Landing Page at www.einsteintheclasshamster.com
 -Includes Excerpt, Quiz, Author Video, and more information about the book, 

author, and illustrator

 •Book Trailer: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMoQnqHtVpc

From the series: Einstein the Class Hamster series 
First publication: Fall 2013

144 pages

Ages 7-10

Janet Tashjian

Janet Tashjian is the author of many popular novels including  
MY LIFE AS A BOOK; LARRY AND THE MEANING OF LIFE; 
VOTE FOR LARRY; THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LARRY; 
FAULT LINE; MULTIPLE CHOICE; and TRU CONFESSION. 
She lives with her family in Los Angeles, California. 

www.janettashjian.com

Macmillan US

Jake Tashjian

Jake Tashjian is Janet's son. He has been drawing pictures of 
his vocabulary words since he was a kid (he’s now fourteen), and 
has a stack of index cards taller than a house.



Pippin Properties

Chantress Alchemy
by Amy Butler Greenfield, proprietor Pippin Properties
US publisher Margaret K McElderry Books

*Amy Butler Greenfield returns to the beguiling world of CHANTRESS
for a suspenseful tale of courtly intrigue, music, and magic in 
CHANTRESS ALCHEMY.*

Since defeating Lord Scargrave with her music, Lucy, the last Chantress, has lived 
by the sea, mastering the intricacies of Wild Magic. But now her quiet life is about 
to end: the wheat crop has failed, the people are rebelling, and Lucy is called 
urgently back to King Henry IX’s court. There she finds the Inner Council planning 
to save England by making gold through alchemy. But the golden crucible — the 
critical element in the alchemical process — has been stolen, its guards murdered. 
Lucy is charged with finding the traitor behind the attack. 

Meanwhile, enemies old and new are gathering. Scargrave's brutal Chantress-
hunter has become King Henry's closest advisor. Lucy’s beloved Nat has fallen out 
of favor and is shunned by his colleagues; their romance means trouble for both of 
them. Worst of all, something goes wrong with Lucy’s magic. The palace is a 
labyrinth, and there’s a monster at its heart — a monster who may have the power 
to defeat Lucy once and for all.

Book 1: Chantress (May 2013)
Book 2: Chantress Alchemy (May 2014)

"Richly and thoughtfully written, the story situates its fantastic embellishments 
firmly in the lived reality of the 17th century and brings to life a diverse cast of 
deeply human characters." -- Publishers Weekly

"Chantress is like the best kind of magic -- absorbing, mysterious, and 
delightful." -- Rebecca Stead, Newbery Medal-winning author of When You Reach 
Me

From the series: Chantress 
352 pages

Ages 12+

Amy Butler Greenfield

Amy was on her way to a history Ph.D. when she gave in to 
temptation and became a writer. She now lives with her family on 
the edge of the Cotswolds in England, where she writes, bakes 
double-dark-chocolate cake, and plots mischief. Her first book, 
VIRGINIA BOUND, a middle-grade historical novel, was 
selected as one of the Best Books of the Year by the Bank Street 
College of Education and won the Beacon of Freedom Award for 
children's history writing.  Her next book, A PERFECT RED, a 
narrative history written for adults, won the 2006 PEN/Martha 
Albrand Award for First Nonfiction by an American author. 
CHANTRESS is her first YA novel.

Pippin Properties



 *Debut author Austin Aslan’s high stakes fantasy adventure set in the
Hawaiian islands -- when electronics fail worldwide in the wake of a 
mysterious celestial event, a girl and her father embark on a nightmare 
odyssey to try and get home.*

Leilani Milton is a high school sophomore living in rainy Hilo on the Big Island of 
Hawaii. Battling severe epilepsy, she struggles to fit in among her classmates and 
to earn the approval of her akua (Hawaiian gods, ancestors, and family guardians). 

When Leilani travels to Honolulu with her father to participate in a clinical trial for
a new epilepsy medication, all electronics and means of communication fail 
worldwide and they unexpectedly find themselves stranded on O'ahu. Dismayed 
islanders turn their gaze to what has been locally dubbed the "Emerald Orchid," a 
mysterious, cloud-like anomaly that has begun to hover over the Earth. As days of 
isolation, confusion and dysfunction turn to weeks, pressures mount. As the ships 
and planes bearing imported food stop arriving from the mainland, a million 
derelict Hawaiians and stranded visitors battle for table scraps. 

Leilani and her father must traverse a nightmare landscape of escalating perils in a 
harrowing struggle to return to their home on the Big Island and reunite with their 
family. They are forced to contemplate just how fragile civilization may turn out to 
be, while encountering acts of kindness and mercy as unexpected as the violence 
that threatens to engulf them. 

When Leilani discovers that her misfiring brain may hold the key to the mystery of 
the "Emerald Orchid," she must confront her disorder and face a desperate choice 
as the fate of her family and her world lies in the balance.

The Islands at the End of the World
by Austin Aslan, proprietor Pippin Properties
US publisher Wendy Lamb Books
First publication: Fall 2014

330 pages

Ages 12+

Austin Aslan

When he wasn’t surfing, scuba diving, or lava tubing, Austin 
Aslan pursued and vanquished a Master’s Degree in Tropical 
Conservation Biology at the University of Hawaii. He was inspired 
to write his debut novel, THE ISLANDS AT THE END OF THE 
EARTH, while driving home from a soggy day of fieldwork, when 
he glanced wistfully at the ocean just as he was thinking about 
Cormac McCarthy’s THE ROAD. 
Living with his high school-sweetheart wife and two children far 
out in the Sonoran Desert, near Tucson, Arizona, he has learned 
how to pet scorpions, hug saguaros, capture lightning, and kayak 
flash floods. Austin is hot on the trail of his next conquests: a 
long list of other novels, many of them YA, and a PhD in 
Geography from the University of Arizona.

Pippin Properties



*In Bed Stuy, New York, a small misunderstanding can escalate into
having a price on your head—even if you’re totally clean. This gritty, 
triumphant debut captures the heart and the hardship of life for an urban 
teen.*

15-year-old Ali has never known anything other than the Bed-Stuy neighborhood he
grew up in and the crazy characters that share his block.  And though he’s seen it 
all, he’s always managed to keep himself out of trouble.  

Besides, his mom would kill him if she found out he was running with the wrong 
crew. The one exception is his best friend, Noodles. His mother may not approve of
their friendship, but she knows that trying to separate them would be impossible. 
But when Noodles starts giving in to the  pressures of being a kid from the wrong 
part of town, Ali has to decide just how many times he’s willing to bail him out.

An astonishing novel from a debut author.

When I Was the Greatest
by Jason Reynolds, proprietor Pippin Properties
US publisher Simon & Schuster Inc
First publication: January 2014

212 pages

Ages 12+

Jason Reynolds

Jason Reynolds studied at the University of Maryland where he 
earned a degree in English, with a concentration in Writing and 
Rhetoric. His first book, co-written by friend and artist Jason 
Douglas Griffin, MY NAME IS JASON. MINE TOO, was 
published in 2009 and received good reviews as well as a write-
up in the Washington Post.

He currently lives in Brooklyn, New York.

Pippin Properties



The Chicken Squad 1: Case #2 The UFO
by Doreen Cronin,  illustrated by Kevin Cornell, proprietor Pippin Properties 
US publisher Simon & Schuster

 *NYT Bestselling author Doreen Cronin's CHICKEN SQUAD, a
younger chapter-book spin off of her hilarious and critically acclaimed 
TROUBLE WITH CHICKENS series.*

Meet the shortest, yellowest, fuzziest detectives a barnyard has every seen: The 
Chicken Squad!

Dirt, Peep, Sweetie and Poppy might be chicks, but they sure aren't chicken. 
However, Tail, the not-so-brave squirrel, most definitely is. Tail has spotted 
something BIG and SCARY in the barnyard, something so big and scary that the 
only way he can describe it (before he faints) is, well, "big and scary." "Big" and 
"scary" are not the most helpful of adjectives, so it's up to the Chicken Squad to 
solve the mystery of what is lurking beyond the coop.

With crayons, a little bit of camouflage, and whole bunch of pebbles, can the most 
cunning and fuzzy group of chicks defeat something that could very well be from - 
gulp - out of this world?

From the series: Chicken Squad 
First publication: Summer 2014 
128 pages

Ages 9-12

Doreen Cronin

Doreen Cronin is The New York Times bestselling author of 
favorite picture books such as RESCUE BUNNIS, THE DIARY 
OF . . . series, and CLICK, CLACK, MOO: COWS THAT TYPE. 
You can visit her online at www.doreencronin.com.

Kevin Cornell

Kevin Cornell is an illustrator and author from Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. Only a few brave souls have spotted him in the 
wild. Those who have, report he is remarkably polite, and has 
impeccably groomed fur.
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* Latest novel from #1 NYT bestselling author Alison McGhee *

Welcome to Firefly Hollow.

Welcome to the clearing in the middle of the pine woods and the hollow tree in its 
midst. Welcome to the little fireflies floating forth at dusk to practice their aerial 
maneuvers, and welcome to the School for Young Crickets where the little crickets 
practice singing and welcome to the riverbank, where quiet Vole lives on an old 
boat moored to a white birch. Welcome to the house where the boy Peter lives with 
his parents.

Firefly Hollow is a world like ours, where children dream of worlds beyond this 
one. Firefly wants to fly up to the moon and the stars. Cricket wants to be a famous 
baseball player. Peter wants to escape from sadness too big to bare. Vole too has a 
dream, but it is hidden away in his heart.

In Firefly Hollow, young crickets and fireflies and voles and human children can 
talk with each other. Understand each other. Become friends. . . for a while. But 
time passes, the human world and the creature world begin to diverge, and Firefly 
and Cricket and Vole and Peter each have a choice to make. The choice to follow 
your dreams is a beautiful one and a necessary one. And it is not easy.

Firefly Hollow
by Alison McGhee, illustrated by Christopher Denise, proprietor Pippin Properties
US publisher Atheneum, 
First publication: Spring 2014

Ages 9-12

Christopher Denise

Christopher Denise is an award-winning children's book 
illustrator and visual development artist. His first book, a retelling 
of the Russian folktale THE FOOL OF THE WORLD AND THE 
FLYING SHIP, was pronounced "a stunning debut" by 
Publishers Weekly. Since then, Chris has illustrated more than 
twenty titles for young readers, including the acclaimed 
REDWALL picture book series by Brian Jacques. His books 
have appeared on the New York Times Bestsellers List and have 
been recognized by the Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Awards, 
School Library Journal, Bank Street College, Parents' Choice 
Foundation, and the Society of Illustrators Annual Exhibition.

Alison McGhee

Alison McGhee is a Pulitzer Prize nominee and a #1 New York 
Times bestselling author. She writes for all ages and in all forms, 
from poetry and stories to novels and picture books and essays, 
and her books are popular with critics and readers alike. Her 
novel SHADOW BABY was a Today Show Book Club pick, and 
her picture book SOMEDAY was featured on NPR.

Pippin Properties



Stimola Literary Studio

* WHEN HARRY MET SALLY . . . for teens, from romantic comedy star
Elizabeth Eulberg *

For Macallan and Levi, it was friends at first sight. Everyone says guys and girls 
can't be just friends, but these two are. They hang out after school, share tons of 
inside jokes, their families are super close, and Levi even starts dating one of 
Macallan's friends. They are platonic and happy that way.

Eventually they realize they're best friends -- which wouldn't be so bad if they 
didn't keep getting in each other's way. Guys won't ask Macallan out because they 
think she's with Levi, and Levi spends too much time joking around with Macallan, 
and maybe not enough time with his date. They can't help but wonder . . . are they 
more than friends or are they better off without making it even more complicated?

From romantic comedy superstar Elizabeth Eulberg comes a fresh, fun examination 
of a question for the ages: Can guys and girls ever really be just friends? Or are 
they always one fight away from not speaking again -- and one kiss away from true 
love?

Praise for REVENGE OF THE GIRL WITH THE GREAT PERSONALITY: 

“This fresh, fun, fabulous read will have you cheering for new beginnings. Five 
shiny gold stars!” – Susane Colasanti, author of When It Happens and Take Me 
There

Praise for THE LONELY HEARTS CLUB:

"A must-read for anyone who's ever fallen in love—or sworn it off completely. A 
funny, fantastic debut." Stephenie Meyer, author of The Twilight Saga

"A delightful coming-of-age story about learning to define yourself without 
shutting the door on love." —Suzanne Collins, author of The Hunger Games trilogy

Better Off Friends
by Elizabeth Eulberg, Proprietor: Stimola Literary Studio

US publisher: Scholastic Inc
First publication: Spring 2014

288 pages

Ages 12+

Elizabeth Eulberg

Elizabeth Eulberg was born and raised in Wisconsin before 
heading off to college at Syracuse University and making a 
career in the New York City book biz. Now a full-time writer, she 
is the author of THE LONELY HEARTS CLUB, PROM & 
PREJUDICE, TAKE A BOW, and REVENGE OF THE GIRL 
WITH THE GREAT PERSONALITY. She lives outside of 
Manhattan with her three guitars, two keyboards, and one 
drumstick.

Stimola Literary Studio



* Latest novel from critically acclaimed author Julie Halpern *

Alex and Becca have always been best friends. But when Becca does something 
nearly unforgivable at Alex’s dad’s funeral, Alex cuts ties with her and focuses on 
her grieving family.  

Time passes, and Alex finally decides to forgive Becca. Then she’s hit with another
shocker: Becca has cancer. It also turns out Becca has a bucket list, one she doesn’t 
know she’ll be able to finish now. That’s where Alex comes in, along with a 
mysterious and guarded boy who just may help Alex check a few items off her own 
bucket list.

Julie Halpern writes about illness, loss, love, and friendship with candor and 
compassion. Here is an unforgettable book about living fully, living authentically, 
and just . . . living. 

Julie's earlier novels, all published on the Feiwel & Friends list:
GET WELL SOON (2009)
DON'T STOP NOW (2011)
HAVE A NICE DAY (2012)

“I completely fell in love with Anna Bloom’s voice—it’s wry, romantic, and so, so 
true.”—Gabrielle Zevin, author of Elsewhere

“An upbeat story that offers a hype-free, realistic look inside a teen ward . . . As 
the novel progresses, readers will get a kick out of Anna’s snarky sense of humor 
and her capacity for self-renewal.”—Publishers Weekly

“A funny novel about depression. That's the welcome, endearing product Julie 
Halpern offers readers . . . a never-didactic message about emotional growth and 
psychic healing.”—Kirkus Reviews Best Young-Adult Books 2007

“Funny, easygoing prose . . . an appealingly comic cousin of Carolyn Mackler’s 
The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big Round Things.”—Kirkus Reviews

F*IT List
by Julie Halpern, proprietor Stimola Literary Studio

US publisher Feiwel & Friends
First publication: Spring 2014

256 pages

Ages 12+

Julie Halpern

Julie Halpern is currently a part-time writer, an on-sabbatical 
middle school librarian, and a full-time mom.  Julie lives with her 
husband in suburban Chicago with their young daughter, Romy, 
and their old Siamese cat, Tobin.  You can read her semi-regular 
yarns about her daily life at her Blog of Wonder 
(http://juliehalpern.blogspot.com/) and learn even more about her 
on her website (http://juliehalpern.com/).

Stimola Literary Studio



* Stand-alone YA novel from the critically acclaimed author of the
MERIDIAN sequence and GERT GARIBALDI *

PIECES OF ME is the story of an unwilling organ donor, four of the recipients, and
the choice each person makes to live each day in all of its glorious colors.

When JESSICA CHAI is ambushed in her school hallway by the cheerleaders, she 
has no idea that not only would they cut off her hair, but her parents would build a 
fantasy about her life based on that single moment. On her way to a party, she’s 
killed in a car accident that leaves her brain dead and on life support at the 
hospital. Her parents are faced with a choice—take her off life support and bury 
her, or donate her body and organs to those who so desperately need these gifts. 
Based on her recent haircut, they decide she’d want to them to “save the world” for 
her. Invisible to all, angry at dying and at being dismembered, unsure why she’s 
still watching, it’s all Jessica can do to scream silently at her parents. 

Taking the idea of cell memory to the next level, not only do the recipients get 
pieces of Jessica, she gets pieces of their memories and lives moving forward as 
well—she knows what they know and keeps tabs on their growth, recovery, and 
development as they grow.

This begins her journey to learn her purpose.

Pieces of Me
by Amber Kizer, proprietor Stimola Literary Studio

US publisher Random House Inc
First publication: Spring 2014

304 pages

Ages 12+

Amber Kizer

Amber has toured nationally, speaking at writers’ conferences, 
on television and radio, to educators, and to teenage readers. 
Recently, she was selected to present one of a few breakout 
sessions at the NCTE Assembly on Adolescent Literature at the 
Philadelphia 2009 Conference. 

Her official website is www.AmberKizer.com and more about 
MERIDIAN can be found at www.MeridianSozu.com.  Gert can 
be found at www.OneButtCheek.com. She enjoys hearing from 
readers and can be reached at Amber@AmberKizer.com.

Stimola Literary Studio



* Latest YA novel from the author of A & L DO SUMMER and FAIREST
OF THEM ALL *

Amber’s life has been consistently awkward. She’s uncomfortable about her 
weight. The guy she’s been crushing on has apparently put her in the friend-zone. 
Plus, she’s a virtual orphan—her mom walked out when she was little, leaving her 
nothing but an amber necklace, and her dad is always away on business for his job 
as an antiques dealer. But on her seventeenth birthday, things go from 
uncomfortable to just plain weird.

First, she learns her dad, who has been traveling abroad, was struck by lightening. 
Then, she receives a package from her father, which contains a voluptuous Mother 
Goddess jar, filled with an irresistible pudding dessert. After eating the contents of 
the jar, she becomes violently ill, and when she wakes from a delirious fever, she 
finds herself in bed with…a shell of herself?

Amber soon discovers that her amber necklace, along with the Mother Goddess jar, 
have enabled a portal to bring a girl named Amethyst into her world. Amethyst is 
from the ancient civilization of Regalia, and she and all the city’s inhabitants have 
been frozen in time, thanks to a spell from the evil queen, Carnelia. Unfortunately, 
Amethyst has taken on Amber’s exact same form (much to the chagrin of them 
both), and to make things doubly awkward, Amethyst is truly clueless in the 
modern world. Despite their differences, Amber and Amethyst are the only ones 
who can release Regalia from its charm, and save the world from Carnelia.

SUSPENDED IN AMBER is an incredibly witty, at times ironic, spin on the 
paranormal fiction we’ve seen dominating the market. It reminds us of a modern-
day I Dream of Jeannie for teens. But it isn’t all magic and mis-steps—it also has a 
deeper message of courage and acceptance, as two girls, with two totally different 
personalities, from worlds that couldn’t be more different, learn to accept one 
another—and in turn, themselves.

Suspended in Amber
by Jan Blazanin, proprietor Stimola Literary Studio 
Ages 12+

Jan Blazanin

Jan Blazanin grew up in a converted railroad depot near Des 
Moines, Iowa, where she and her brother entertained themselves 
by walking on boxcars, visiting their dad’s blacksmith shop, and 
exploring the abandoned grain elevator. As a child, Jan kept a 
menagerie of animals, which at various times included turtles, 
snakes, toads and frogs, rescued rabbits, and numerous dogs 
and cats.
After nearly three decades of teaching middle school reading and 
language, Jan left the profession in 2006 to concentrate on her 
writing. MTV Books published FAIREST OF THEM ALL, her 
first young adult novel about a beauty queen who develops 
alopecia, in April 2009. Her second YA novel, A & LDO 
SUMMER, in which two friends create chaos the summer before 
their high school senior year, was released in May 2011 by 
Egmont USA. Jan, who is still an educator at heart, teaches 
creative writing workshops for pre-teens, teens, and adults.
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*A fascinating story of an unlikely hero, THE MAGIC OF HOBSON-
JOBSON will take you on a breathtaking journey across wondrous lands.*

On the island of Durjipore, a place forgotten by the rest of India, live thirteen-year-
old twins Floyd and Farook Foxwallah.On the fourteen-day spring festival of 
Hobson-Jobson (a time, “when anything is possible.”), the Foxwallah family is 
forced to take cover in a nearby tent, where they reluctantly consult with Jaadu, an 
old soothsayer.  Jaadu, in a trance state, insists that Floyd’s mismatched eyes are 
cataclysmically inauspicious, and predicts dangerous ancient prophecies will soon 
come to life.  Floyd’s father immediately dismisses Jaadu as a charlatan who is 
riding on the popular legends of Durjipore. The predictions however, begin to come
true and Farook is kidnapped. As Floyd’s high-strung mother’s sanity unravels, 
Floyd is convinced he is responsible for his family’s misfortune.

Floyd soon realizes he is in great danger. He is befriended by Chutney, a dog with 
magical powers and, with his new canine friend, escapes to a mysterious forest. 
There, he meets the Ressuldars, mythical forest dwellers, who tell him he is the 
Yaksha, one summoned to save Durjipore from the Merrows-exploitative sea 
dwellers who covet the island.  Reluctantly, Floyd accepts his destiny, hoping to 
find his brother, Farook. The Ressuldars take Floyd to the Tannycatch, a fearsome 
oracle who describes three tasks Floyd must complete to be successful. But will his 
hard luck get in the way?

The Magic of Hobson Jobson
by Soyna Owley, proprietor Stimola Literary Studio 
200 pages

Ages 12+

Soyna Owley

Soyna Owley was born and raised in post-colonial India. She 
attended medical school in India, after which she emigrated to 
Chicago, U.S.A. to study child and adolescent psychiatry and 
later, to New York City to pursue further specialization in forensic 
psychiatry. She presently lives in London with her husband and 
two children and divides her time between England and India.
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The Morrighan Trilogy book 1 - The Kiss of 
Deception
by Mary Pearson, proprietor Stimola Literary Studio
US publisher Henry Holt

* From the author of JENNA FOX comes an astonishing new trilogy *

Princess Lia is well-versed on the story of the Ancients.  It is a revered part of her 
culture, the passing down of stories, for as the Morrighan Book of Ancient text 
says: “Lest we repeat history, the stories shall be passed from father to son, from 
mother to daughter, for with but one generation, history and truth are lost forever.”

The people of Morrighan all know there is only one true history. In a world, long 
long ago a small chosen remnant survived the destruction of the earth.  The Four 
Gods, the God of Creation, the God of Compassion, the God of Redemption, and 
the God of Knowledge, saw their conceit and the emptiness of their hearts so they 
sent the angel Aster to pluck a star from the sky and plunge it to earth, the dust and 
seas rising so high it choked out the unrighteous.  

But a few were spared—not those strong of body or mind, but those of pure and 
humble heart.  Only a very small remnant of the whole earth remained. And after 
seven generations of testing and trial, to one alone, First Daughter of Harik, a 
humble and wise girl named Morrighan who had found special favor in the sight of 
the Gods, to her alone they whispered the path of safety so she could lead her 
people to a new land where the earth was healed, a place where creation could 
begin anew.

Morrighan was faithful to their guidance and forevermore, Morrighan’s daughters 
and all the generations of first daughters were given this same gift as a promise 
that the Gods would never again destroy the earth again as long as there were 
hearts to hear them.

From the series: The Morrighan Trilogy 
First publication: Spring 2014

Ages 12+

Mary Pearson

MARY E. PEARSON is the author of five previous novels for 
teens, including THE ADORATION OF JENNA FOX and A 
ROOM ON LORELEI STREET. She writes full-time from her 
home in Carlsbad, California, where she lives with her husband 
and two dogs.
www.marypearson.com
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Scare Scape
by Sam Fisher, proprietor Stimola Literary Studio
US publisher Scholastic Inc

* LEMONY SNICKET meets JUMANJI!!! *

Toxic Vapor Worms…Two-headed Mutant Rodents…King-Crab Spiders…Shark 
Hounds

These are just a few of the beasts featured in the pages of SCARE SCAPE, the 
creepiest comic book around.  They are vicious.  They are terrifying.  They are 
enough to give most kids nightmares.

As a huge fan of SCARE SCAPE, Morton Clay isn't so easily frightened.  He's not 
afraid of the dark, or grossed out by bugs and slugs.  But when Morton and his 
siblings, James and Melissa, find an old stone statue buried in their yard, they 
discover that there is good reason to be afraid…

Mystery, humour, and menacing monsters await you in SCARE SCAPE!!
Go to visit: Scarescape.com

Book 1 will be published in Fall 2013 by Scholastic Inc, with Book 2 coming in 
Fall 2014.

'Wishes can come back to bite you...especially when they’re granted… Fans of 
spooky fiction and comics will be in a dark and happy place—especially when they 
learn there’s a sequel due in 2014' - Kirkus

From the series: Scare Scape 
First publication: Fall 2013 
352 pages

Ages 8-12

Sam Fisher

Sam Fisher was born in Nottingham, England, where at the age 
of five he announced to his mother that he wanted to be a writer. 
Unfortunately he couldn’t write at that time (at least not joined up 
writing) so he spent the next ten years reading comics, playing 
marbles and tormenting his sister.
In recent years Sam has written screenplays, produced several 
short films, won numerous international awards and has even 
written a couple of stage plays.
Sam‘s debut middle grade novel for young readers, 
SCARESCAPE, is forthcoming with Scholastic Press. He is still 
feeling a bit guilty about tormenting his sister all those years ago. 
He’d also like to build the world’s fastest train.
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Dead City 
by James Ponti, Proprietor: Stimola Literary Studio
US publisher: Simon & Schuster Inc

* Second book in the gripping DEAD CITY series *

Meet Molly Bigelow, a somewhat awkward, academically gifted 13-year old, who 
must deal with homework, school and typical teen drama while also fulfilling her 
destiny as a zombie hunter. 

With a blend of the humorous and the macabre, action and pathos, the MIST series 
follows Molly and three friends from the Metropolitan Institute of Science and 
Technology, as they protect and police the surprisingly large (and not always 
obvious) undead population of New York City.  

The novels play out across both well-known landmarks and in the labyrinthine 
world beneath the city, ultimately concluding with an epic battle pitting the living 
and undead for control of Manhattan.

Book 1: Dead City (Oct 2012)
Book 2: Blue Moon (Oct 2013)

"Adventure, sleuthing and a NYC travelogue in one quick read" - Kirkus review

From the series: Dead City 
First publication: Fall 2013 
Ages 9-12

James Ponti

James Ponti was born in Pisa, Italy and grew up in Atlantic 
Beach, Florida.  After graduating with a degree in screenwriting 
from the University of Southern California, he co-wrote a youth 
action-adventure screenplay that was optioned for Sony Pictures 
and led to a career writing tween and teen television.  

He served as a staff writer for multiple seasons of both Disney 
Channel’s Mickey Mouse Club and the Mystery Files of Shelby 
Woo on Nickelodeon.  In addition to these live action shows, he 
has also written numerous episodes for animated series 
including: Clifford’s Puppy Days on PBS and Jojo’s Circus and 
Stanley on Disney Channel.
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Dead Serious: I Text Dead People
by Rose Cooper, proprietor Stimola Literary Studio
US publisher Delacorte Books for Young Readers

* A young girl accidentally becomes a guide who can bridge the gap
between the living and the dead with her cell phone *

As if living in a creepy mansion on cemetery grounds weren’t horrible enough, 14 
year-old Annabelle Craven  discovers she is a guide able to bridge the gap between 
the living and the dead with her cell phone.

Fitting in as the new girl in town is near impossible with the constant text 
messages and interruptions by the unliving who become convinced that Anna is the 
answer to all their ghostly problems. One delusional, lovesick ghost in particular 
named Lucy refuses to stop pestering Anna unless she agrees to solve the mystery 
surrounding the night of Lucy’s death. And until all of Lucy’s issues are finally 
resolved, nobody will rest in peace.

Praise for Rose Cooper's GOSSIP FROM THE GIRLS' ROOM:

"Cooper keenly captures Sofia’s quintessential preteen voice: spunky and full of a 
blustering bravado meant to mask her vulnerability. Sofia’s experiences, recorded 
in faux–hand printing on lined paper, and the many hilarious sketches scattered 
throughout the journal will garner groans and laughs from readers" - Kirkus 
review

"Written as a journal with illustrations and asides, this humorous take on trying to 
fit in will find wide appeal. Hand this to female fans of the Diary of a Wimpy Kid 
books, and they’ll soon start anticipating Sophia’s next adventure" - Booklist 
review

From the series: Dead Serious 
First publication: Fall 2014 
Ages 9-12

Rose Cooper

ROSE COOPER is a children's writer and illustrator and a self-
taught artist. Her art work can be seen in local galleries, art fairs, 
and festivals. Writing for children gives her the perfect excuse to 
keep in touch with her inner child and never really grow up. She 
lives in Sacramento, California with her husband, Carl, and their 
three boys. 

www.rosecooperwriter.blogspot.com
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It's Me, Celie: The Top Secret Diary of Celie 

* Fantastic debut novel for middle-grade readers *

Nine-year-old Celie is having friendship problems and sister problems.  And they 
all revolve around secrets.  If only her sister Jo hadn't snooped through Celie's 
backpack, and if only Celie's former best friend Lula would tell Celie why they are 
now enemies.  

Thank goodness for the safety of diaries, the understanding of teachers and the 
wisdom of quirky grandmothers.

Praise for Julie Sternberg's LIKE BUG JUICE ON A BURGER:

"Eleanor doesn’t just survive, she grows . Readers will celebrate and look 
forward to more." -Kirkus Reviews

"Sternberg gets all of the details exactly right, from the “orange, oozing sloppy joes
” to the frustrations of trying to swim in a life jacket. susan dove lempke." -The 
HornBook

Valentine
by Julie Sternberg, proprietor Stimola Literary Studio
US publisher Boyds Mill Press
First publication: Fall 2014

Ages 9-12

Julie Sternberg

Julie Sternberg came late to writing. She first tried selling shoes, 
and analyzing companies, and filing lawsuits. Then one day, after 
the birth of her second daughter, she started writing stories. She 
wrote when she could, usually on the subway on her way to work. 
Now she writes full-time and has received an MFA in Creative 
Writing, with a specialty in Writing for Children, from the New 
School. She is the author of LIKE PICKLE JUICE ON A 
COOKIE and LIKE BUG JUICE ON A HAMBURGER, both 
published by Chronicle.
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* Latest middle-grade novel from best-selling author Michael D Beil *

Lantern Sam, a calico cat with a big secret and a love of sardines and Jersey cream, 
lives aboard the Lake Erie Shoreliner train with conductor and good friend 
Clarence Nockwood.  

As the train races from New York to Chicago, ten-year-old Ellie Strasbourg is 
kidnapped right under the nose of her new friend Henry Shipley. When the 
kidnappers demand the famous “Blue Streak” sapphire as ransom, Henry, 
Clarence, and Sam (who has already used up “either seven or eight” of his nine 
lives) spring into action, following clues that lead them to a dangerous 
confrontation.

Praise for Michael Beil's RED BLAZER GIRLS;

"The dialogue is fast and funny, the clues are often solvable, and even though a 
bunch of the adult characters are stereotypes, they work in the context of the 
mystery" - BOOKLIST starred review

"As they dart from clue to clue, the red blazer gals feel and act like real tweens 
while tackling everything that comes their way with logic, humor and refreshing 
savoir faire" - KIRKUS review

Lantern Sam and the Blue Streak Bandits 
by Michael Beil, proprietor Stimola Literary Studio
US publisher Knopf Books For Young Readers
First publication: Spring 2014

208 pages

Ages 9-12

Michael Beil

Michael Beil grew up in rural Ohio , where he learned to milk 
cows and other important lessons. He was a sailor, sailmaker 
and lawyer before finding his true calling in 1997: Teacher. Since 
2001, he has taught English and drama at an all-girls Catholic 
high school in Manhattan, where he also wrote and produced 
Aftershocks, a play based on the challenges facing the 
immigrant families of some of his students. He lives in New York 
with his wife and their animals, dog Isabel and cats Cyril and 
Emma, and his complete collection of the Harvard Classics.
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Scott Treimel NY

*ZOMBOY is a funny and moving story about friendship and fitting in.
But don’t be fooled by all this serious talk. It’s a book with zombies in it.*

Bob and Evil-O (her name is Olive but she spells it backwards) have a new 
classmate this year. Imre is the survivor of a nuclear accident in Northern Canada. 
The government wants to integrate him into the regular school system even though 
he’s, well, different.  As the principal explains to the class, “Imre wants what you 
want – to make friends, to do well, to have fun. He’s a child like any of you here. 
Except that his heart isn’t beating.” 

Imre is small and mild mannered and eats vegetables, but he is undead, and 
possesses some traditional zombie traits – he is as strong as an ox, and his body 
parts are not very firmly attached. As Imre polarizes student opinion, and attracts 
media attention and PTA pickets (NO ZOMBIES IN OUR SCHOOLS), there is 
plenty of opportunity for hatred, horror, and hijinks.   

Evil-O befriends the zomboy at once, invites him home, even helps him run for 
class president.  The real psychic journey is Bob’s. He must face the possibility of 
losing his best friend, and overcome his personal fear of zombies to see Imre as an 
individual. And, in the shocking climax, it is Bob who uncovers the government 
secret that shrouds Imre’s condition…

Zomboy
by Richard Scrimger, proprietor Scott Treimel NY
US publisher HarperCollins Inc
First publication: March 2014

192 pages

Ages 9-12

Richard Scrimger

Richard's books have been published in North America by 
Tundra and Penguin/Dutton, Pocket Jeunesse in France, 
Hunmunmedia in Korea, most recently by Urachhaus in Germany 
and soon with Orca Books in North America.
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Soho Press

*Gripping thriller from award-winning screenwriter and director Amy
Talkington*

Sixteen-year-old Liv Bloom is a quirky aspiring artist who has somehow managed 
to escape a dead-end foster child life: she landed a scholarship at Wickham Hall, a 
prestigious New England boarding school. Amused (and overwhelmed) by its weird
traditions and rituals, she plunges in to life at Wickham blind to its darkest secret. 
Over the past 150 years, students have been murdered in the name of an 
unimaginable conspiracy. Unbeknownst to anyone but the victims—and Gabe 
Nichols, a poor kid Liv’s age, cursed with an ability to see the dead—the spirits 
linger on campus.

Liv’s first six weeks at Wickham are a whirlwind of unexpected romance. Malcolm
Astor, scion of one of the school’s original families, falls for her. Malcolm does 
seem different than the other “Wickies:” for starters, he knows more about art than 
she does. Gabe warns her not to get involved, but she can’t help herself. By the 
time she realizes she’s in love, too, she becomes Wickham Hall’s next victim: 
murdered by an unseen assailant, with the crime expertly covered up as a suicide.  

With Gabe’s help, she is able to prove to the bereft Malcolm that she’s still present
… lingering with the other dead.  Together, Liv, Gabe, and Malcolm expose the
terrible truth that has haunted Wickham—literally and figuratively—since its 
founding.

Liv, Forever
by Amy Talkington, proprietor Soho Teen

US publisher Soho Teen 
First publication: March 2014

256 pages

Ages 12+

Amy Talkington

Amy Talkington is a writer and director living in Los Angeles. 
Amy has written screenplays for Fox 2000, 20th Century Fox, 
MGM, Summit Entertainment, and New Line Cinema. She has 
also written for television and is at work on a young adult novel. 
Originally from Texas, Amy graduated magna cum laude from 
Barnard College with a degree in art history. She went on to 
receive an MFA in film from Columbia University.
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* Latest gripping novel from two-time National Book Award finalist Adele
Griffin *

“From the moment she burst into the downtown art scene, eighteen-year-old 
Addison Stone was someone to watch. Her trademark subversive street art and her 
violent drowning left her fans and critics craving to know more about this brilliant 
wild-child who shone so bright and was gone too soon. By means of more than one 
hundred interviews with those who knew her best—including close friends, family, 
teachers, mentors, art dealers, boyfriends, and critics—I have retraced the 
tumultuous path of Addison’s life, with research that sheds new evidence on what 
really happened the night of July 28, 2013. With photo inserts and previously 
unpublished supplemental material.”

In this ingenious fictional take on the celebrity bio, 17-year-old graffiti artist and 
media sensation Addison Stone is found dead: an apparent suicide.  Everyone in 
her life (friends, family, patrons, lovers) has something to say about it, and each 
first-person testimonial contains a piece of the puzzle behind her tragic death.

Two-time National Book Award finalist Adele Griffin offers an ingenious fictional 
take on the “oral history” celebrity bio that defined a bestselling genre: Edie, 
American Girl by Jean Stein and George Plimpton (http://www.amazon.com/Edie-
American-Girl-Jean-Stein/dp/0802134106). In presenting herself as interviewer 
and curator of memories, Adele paints the portrait of a tragic young celebrity who 
allegedly committed suicide—presented in a series of brief first-person 
recollections—that ultimately results in the solving of a murder.

The Unfinished Life of Addison Stone: A Novel 
by Adele Griffin, proprietor Soho Teen

US publisher Soho Teen 
First publication: August 2014

Ages 12+

Adele Griffin

Adele Griffin was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. After 
graduating from the University of Pennsylvania, she moved to 
New York to work in children's book publishing. Her first book, 
RAINY SEASON, was a loosely biographical account of growing 
up on a military base in Panama. She is also the author of the 
Witch Twins and Vampire Island middle grade series. Her novels 
SONS OF LIBERTY and WHERE I WANT TO BE were both 
National Book Award Finalists. PICTURE THE DEAD, a young 
adult historical novel set during the Civil War, was published by 
Sourcebooks in June 2010. Adele lives with her husband and 
daughter in Brooklyn, New York.
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The A Word
by Joy Preble, proprietor Soho Teen
US publisher Soho Teen

*A funny and sassy mystery with a great wisecracking voice.*

16-year-old Casey really doesn’t care much about anything except for getting 
stoned, getting laid (no luck there)—and getting help for his 13-year-old sister, 
Jenna, who is dying under mysterious circumstances. He’s sacrificed his high 
school career to work two jobs, making up for lack of insurance coverage in Jenna’s
treatment. (Dad ran away when they were kids; Mom suffers from an inexplicable 
depression that renders her catatonic at best.) On the day Casey’s life hits rock 
bottom, Jenna has a seizure. Racing to the hospital in their beat-up Prius, Casey 
gets into an accident. He dies; Jenna doesn’t.

In limbo, Casey is given a choice: return to earth as a guardian angel for Jenna, or 
remain in Paradise. He chooses the former...he has to save his sister. But as told in 
journal entries from Jenna’s point of view, Casey’s miraculous return from the 
grave comes with a price. His life as an angel is a lot better than his previous life 
as a mortal: he’s a lot more attractive to girls, for starters. As the two of them fight 
to keep Jenna alive, they discover that Jenna was being poisoned. And as they work
to solve the mystery behind this heinous deed, they discover dark secrets about 
their parents and the rest of their small suburb—while Casey wrestles with his 
newfound powers and hard-to-control id.

In Book 2, it's been nearly a year since Casey returned as Jenna's guardian angel 
and saved his little sister's life.  But why is he still here?  When the siblings meet 
fellow angel Bo Shivers, Jenna discovers the truth behind her Texas family - a 
truth beyond her imagining…

Book 1: Sweet Dead Life (May 2013)
Book 2: The A-Word (May 2014)

Praise for The Sweet Dead Life: 

“A smart, sassy, supernatural mystery chock-full of heart, hope and fun.”
—New York Times bestselling author Cynthia Leitich Smith

"The Sweet Dead Life is mischief and mayhem, zippy one-liners, mystery and a tiny 
bit of tragedy. A-word: Awesome."     —E. Lockhart, author of The Boyfriend List 
and The Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks

From the series: The Sweet Dead Life series 
244 pages

Ages 12+

Joy Preble

Joy Preble is the author of the highly acclaimed and top-selling 
Dreaming Anastasia series. A former English teacher, Joy grew 
up in Chicago and is a graduate of Northwestern University. She 
is now a full time writer and lives with her family in Texas, where 
she has learned to say “y’all” without any hint of irony. You can 
visit her online at www.joypreble.com.
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Hero Complex
by Margaux Froley, proprietor Soho Teen
US publisher Soho Teen

*IN TREATMENT meets PRETTY LITTLE LIARS at The Keaton
Academy, a prestigious California boarding school.*

17-year-old Devon always tries her best to do the right thing, even though she 
would rather be somewhere else. She’s an 11th grade peer counselor who works 
under the supervision of the school’s resident “shrink” (a generous term given that 
he doesn’t have an advanced degree) meeting anonymously with students in 
crisis... Everybody on campus seems to have a dark secret or hidden problem, from 
the scandalous to the hilarious to the truly disturbing.

When an apparent suicide on campus shakes the community—involving a boy with 
whom she had a fleeting but unrequited romantic entanglement in the 9th grade—
Devon uncovers a conspiracy that not only threatens the school’s existence, but also
exposes the truth about her own past.

In Book 2, Hutch's murderer has been caught, but Devon knows that the drama at 
Keaton School isn't over yet.  After she is attacked by a mysterious assailant, she 
learns that something is buried on campus, something that certain people would do 
anything - even kill - to find.

Book 1: Escape Theory (Mar 2013)
Book 2: Hero Complex (Jun 2014)

Praises for A KEATON SCHOOL seires:

"A stellar debut.... With a heady mix of mystery and emotional turmoil, Froley 
gives readers compelling character development." — Publishers Weekly starred 
review

“Froley infuses this story with layered and interesting characters that keep the 
reader guessing [about].... the super-rich, complicated student body of Keaton 
School. If this debut novel is any indication of the quality of those to succeed it, 
the series should have a great following.” —VOYA

From the series: Keaton School Novels 
288 pages

Ages 14+

Margaux Froley

Margaux Froley, a Southern California native and boarding 
school grad, spent the last few years working her way through 
the Hollywood ranks to become a television writer on CW’s 
PRIVELEGED. She then moved to New York to become a 
development executive at MTV Networks. 
www.margauxfroley.com.
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Working Partners Ltd

* When four troubled teens meet at a school for at-risk youth hidden in the
desert, they have no idea that they are fated to bring about the end of the 
world… *

Fern—An African-American runaway who wears only black and keeps largely to 
herself. An activist for environmental consciousness and organic eating, Fern is 
hiding a dark secret from her past and her true identity as the wealthy daughter of 
one of the world’s most powerful food magnates.

Javier—A gangbanger from L.A., Javier comes from a poor family and carries deep 
regrets for a terrible mistake he made when he was younger. He is sensitive and 
intellectually despises violence, but it seems to follow wherever he goes.

Summer—Summer is innocent and naïve, homeschooled by her parents, who run a 
controversial school for troubled youths in the California desert. After a terrible 
tragedy at college, Summer has returned home to seclude herself and deal with the 
guilt she carries.

Luke—Violent and unpredictable, Luke appears to be the sociopath of everyone’s 
darkest fears. But he has surprising motives for his actions, and is relentlessly 
determined to do what he feels he must.

Little do they know that the four of them have been brought together for a reason, 
that the each of them hides a dark and terrible secret, and it will be the four of 
them that will bring about the end…

A dark YA fantasy from Working Partners.

The End
by B. W. Burke, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
Ages 12+

Working Partners Ltd



*HAIRSPRAY meets MAD MEN in this upbeat romance about American
Bandstand, rock ‘n roll, and change coming to a small Southern town in 
the late 1950s.*

Gina Canzone’s mother is from one of the oldest, most powerful families in Olive 
Branch, Mississippi. But by 1957, the family is broke, most of the land has been 
sold off, and the family’s entire future is riding on an outdated restaurant whose 
only customers are over sixty. When Gina meets a mysterious boy from the city—
who introduces her to the boozy, smoky blues clubs of nearby Memphis—she 
suddenly sees a way to save her family restaurant! It involves rock ‘n roll, her uncle
’s authentic Italian pizza, and a little program called American Bandstand. But the 
gorgeous singer who has the talent to save the restaurant also has the power to 
break Gina’s heart. 

Will she—and her family—survive to dance another day?

The Heartbreak Café 
by Crystal Velasquez, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
60,000 words
Ages 12+

Working Partners Ltd

Crystal Velasquez

Crystal Velasquez is the author of four books in the Maya & 
Miguel series as well as Your Life, but Better; Your Life, but 
Cooler; and Your Life, but Sweeter. She holds a B.A. in creative 
writing from Penn State University and is a graduate of NYU’s 
Summer Publishing Institute. Currently a production editor at 
Random House, she lives in Flushing, Queens, in New York City. 
Visit her website at www.crystalvelasquez.com or her blog at 
yourlifebutbetter.blogspot.com.



La Galera

* Gorgeous, adventurous magic realism novel for middle-grade readers *

Imagine ifyou had always dreamed that your absent father was a genuine pirate of 
the seven seas; that he fought giant sea monsters on a daily basis; kept giant robots 
at bay; communed with sirens and mermaid; hunted for hidden treasure…

Imagine if one day you found out this dream was in fact true, and that your father 
now needed you to come with him on these adventures - adventures into the 
unknown, into magic.  This is what happens to Juan Plata.  This is his story.

Translated from the original Spanish, this is the first in an action-packed trilogy for 
middle-grade readers.  Unbridled action, humour and magic realism are combined 
to form a novel that will blow readers away.

Juan Plata. The mystery of the pirates is your novel. 

J L Badal has a degree Catalan Philolog, and works as a professor of language and 
literature. He has published critical and creative writing in journals, as well as 
novels, poetry and short stories for adults. He has published two children's books: 
The Pirate Gorgo and Ursina Orchestra.

Juan Plata and the Mystery of the Pirates 
by J. Badal, proprietor La Galera
First publication: Fall 2014

Ages 9-12

La Galera
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